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Abstract
A six p aram eter general anisotropic yield surface using a fourth  order anisotropic 
tensor A/.jw has been proposed. T his form  has been derived based on the  physical be­
havior observed for the  m ateria l under consideration, nam ely d irectionally  reinforced 
m etal m atrix  com posites. Its validity has been shown by proving its convexity and 
form under coordinate transform ation. T his form  of the  anisotropic yield function 
is general in n a tu re  which can be used for e ither pressure dependent or independent 
cases. T he proposed surface com pares well w ith the  extensive experim ental d a ta  of 
Dvorak e t al. (1988) and N ig am e t al. (1993) perform ed on boron-alum inum  m etal 
m atrix  com posite.
Based on th e  six param eter general anisotropic yield surface, a  cyclic p lasticity  
m odel to  m odel the  behavior of directionally  reinforced m etal m atrix  com posite, has 
been proposed. A part from being able to  m odel different in itia l yielding behavior 
along different stress directions, a  num ber of features have been incorporated into 
th e  p lasticity  model. They include the  usage of a  proposed non-associative flow rule, 
k inem atic hardening rule of Phillips type, a  modified form of th e  bounding surface 
m odel for m odelling the  p lasticity  behavior under cyclic loading, and th e  usage of 
a  proposed form for evaluating the  p lastic m odulus for anisotropic m aterials. The 
stress-strain  results generated from the  model have then  been com pared w ith those 
from the  experim ents.
A cyclic dam age-plasticity  m odel is proposed for m odeling th e  behavior of m etal 
m atrix  com posites under the  influence of cyclic m ulti-axial loading situations. Two 
different approaches to  m odel the  dam age behavior are a ttem p ted  here and results
x
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
are  presented for bo th  cases. T he first approach is a  ‘continuum -dam age’ model 
and th e  o th er is a  ‘m icrom echanical-dam age’ m odel. C om parisons are m ade with 
experim ental d a ta  in order for cyclic loading situations. O ther results depicting the 
evolution of dam age under cyclic loading are also presented.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T h e descrip tion of th e  m echanical behavior of heterogeneous m ed ia  is a  very 
com plex task , incorporating  am ong others, phenom ena such as p lastic ity  under ap ­
plication of loads, developm ent and progression of dam age etc . T hese phenom ena 
m u st be incorporated  in to  th e  constitu tive relations for a  com plete and  m ore accu­
ra te  characterization  of th e  m ateria l behavior. M etal M atrix  C om posites(M M C ) is 
a  sim pler form  of a  heterogeneous m edia, in th a t, it is a tw o-phase m ed ia  prim arily  
m ade of continuously aligned or discontinuous stiff fibers dispersed in a  m ore p liant 
m a trix  m ade of a  m etal or an alloy. In m any instances th e  M M C has transversely 
isotropic m ateria l p roperties. In  spite of this sim plification th e  descrip tion of th e  
elasto-plastic-dam age behavior and its constitu tive relations is still a  very daunting  
and  a  yet to  be perfected task. This work a tte m p ts  to  take  a  few steps in this 
direction.
In th is work M M C’s prim arily  reinforced by continuous aligned fibers are only 
considered. T h e  elasto-plastic deform ation of an M M C is p rim arily  due to  th e  plastic 
flow of the  m atrix . T h e  fibers in com parison to  th e  m atrix  are very stiff and add 
trem endously  to  th e  stiffness of th e  MMC in th e  direction in which th ey  are aligned. 
M ost applications of M M C ’s are designed to  use th e  high uni-directional stiffness of 
th e  fibers and  th e  flow properties in th e  transverse direction of th e  m atrix .
1
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2
1.1 Constitutive Modeling of MMC’s
C onstitu tive  m odeling of M M C can be classified under two m ajo r categories, nam ely 
C ontinuum  m odeling and M icrom echanical Modeling. Each of these categories use 
a  different approach to  m odel th e  behavior of th e  com posite.
1.1.1 Continuum Approach
T he continuum  approach trea ts  the  com posite as a single continuous m ateria l w ith 
different properties in different directions. E lastic and  plastic properties are derived 
based on m echanical tests conducted on th e  overall m ateria l and  elasto-plastic m odels 
are established based on th is behavior.
1.1.2 Micromechanical Approach
T he m icrom echanical m odel trea ts  th e  MMC to  be m ade up of two different phases, 
nam ely th e  m atrix  and th e  fiber phase. Individual phase properties are derived and 
used, along w ith th e  known volum e fractions of each of th e  phases. T he overall 
com posite properties are then  derived from  th e  individual phase properties using 
hom ogenization procedures. T h e  m ain aim  of the  m icrom echanical m odels is the 
determ ination  of th e  concentration factors for stresses and strains for th e  fiber and 
th e  m atrix  phases respectively.
1.2 Damage in MMC’s
D uring th e  loading of the  M M C, ap a rt from th e  elasto-plastic flow behavior, it also 
experiences a  perm anen t degradation term ed dam age. T his fu rth e r alters the  con­
stitu tiv e  behavior of the  m ateria l and m ust be accounted for. T he p rim ary  aim  of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3
m ost dam age m odels is th e  definition of the  dam age variable th a t  accounts for the 
degradation  of th e  m ateria l properties of th e  m odel. T his is specified here as a  ten ­
sor. T h e  evolution of th is tensor is also specified together w ith th e  definition of a 
dam age criterion. T hese are finally incorporated in to  th e  constitu tive relations.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of the Research
T h e  objective and scope of th e  present study are as follows.
•  S tudy  and  evaluation of th e  existing lite ra tu re  and state-o f-the-art in th e  pro­
posed field of investigation
•  Proposal of a  new generalized form for the  anisotropic yield surface, for defining 
th e  elastic lim its of th e  transversely isotropic MMC, subjected  to  a  general s ta te  
of cyclic loads.
•  S tudy  of th e  experim ental phenom ena and proposal of flow and  hardening  rules 
to  m odel th e  p lastic behavior under cyclic loading situations and arriv ing  a t a 
com prehensive cyclic-plasticity model.
•  M odeling of the  dam age phenom ena in M M C and its incorporation  in to  the 
proposed cyclic-plasticity model. Two types of dam age m odeling are  conducted 
here, th e  continuum  cyclic dam age-plasticity model and the  overall m icrom e­
chanical cyclic dam age-plasticity  model.
•  N um erical sim ulations and comparison of predicted results w ith experim ental 
data .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
In  ch ap te r 2, a  lite ra tu re  review of th e  existing work in this a rea  is presented along 
w ith th e ir lim itations and th e  necessity to  im prove upon is outlined.
In chap ter 3 a  new general form of th e  anisotropic yield surface is proposed and 
its  special cases studied. I ts  m athem atica l validity is established and com parisons 
w ith experim ental yield surfaces presented.
In chapter 4 th e  anisotropic yield surface is used in conjunction w ith o ther 
required p lasticity  param eters to  propose a  cyclic p lasticity  m odel. A new non- 
associative flow rule is proposed and used along w ith a  modified form  of th e  bounding 
surface model.
In chap ter 5 th e  dam age m odel is ou tlined for th e  two types of dam age model- 
s, nam ely a  continuum  dam age m odel and a  m icrom echanical dam age m odel, and 
used in conjunction w ith th e  cyclic p lasticity  m odel. T h e  final dam age-elasto-plastic 
m odel is also derived. N um erical sim ulations and predictions are  also com pared w ith 
existing experim ental data .
F inally  in chapter 6 , pertinen t conclusions from this s tudy  are ou tlined  along 
w ith th e  scope for fu ture work in th is area.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
F iber reinforced com posites have been in use for qu ite  som e tim e in various ap ­
plications. F iber reinforced plastics were the  m ost com m only used m ateria l for a 
long tim e. W ith  the  advent of cu ttin g  edge technology usage in th e  au tom otive and 
aircraft industries in th e  past 20 years, m etal m atrix  com posites usage has seen a  
trem endous surge. Hence studies in th is a rea  have been m ore of a  recent phenom enon.
2.1 Linear Elastic Behavior
T h e  overall linear elastic behavior of com posites is d ic ta ted  by th e  n a tu re  of its 
constituen ts and th e  in teraction  between th e  phases. These have been expressed in 
te rm s of th e  properties of th e  two phases, nam ely th e  m atrix  phase and  th e  fiber 
phase, and th e  respective volum e fractions of each phase.
T h e  prim ary  objective of th is topic is th e  determ ination  of th e  tensor of th e  overall 
m oduli, which represents a  ‘m acroscopically uniform  or homogeneous response’ in 
th e  sta tis tica l sense. This im plies the  determ ination  of th e  ‘linear overall elastic 
m odulus’. W alpole (1981) has given a  detailed  and  exhaustive description of th is 
using a  weighted average for th e  hom ogenization process assum ing uniform  stress 
and  stra in  fields in th e  local phases.
T h e  lim its or bounds of th e  elastic properties of any non-homogeneous anisotropic 
m ed ia  are defined by th e  Voigt (1928) and Reuss (1929) bounds which associate two 
types of equivalent isotropic m edia and hence th e ir elastic properties nam ely L y  and
5
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L r . T hey  represent th e  upper and  lower bounds for the  given anisotropic m edia. 
Reuss assum es a  uniform  stra in  field w hereas Voigt assum es a  uniform  stress field. 
W alpole (1981) has fu rth e r shown o th er possible bounds for the  overall m oduli for 
th e  com posite.
T h e  o th er m ost no tab le bounds, which are m ore realistic are the  H ashin-Shtrikm an 
bounds (1963). T hey  have used th e  variational approach to  derive the  upper and 
lower bounds for th e  effective elastic m oduli of m ulti-phase m ateria ls. If th e  m od­
uli of th e  two phases are no t significantly different, the  predicted  bounds are close 
enough to  provide for a  good prediction of th e  effective elastic m oduli.
T he self-consistent m ethods for th e  evaluation of the overall m oduli have been 
p u t fo rth  by various au thors, nam ely Hershey (1954), Budiansky (1964), Hill (1965), 
K roner (1977) and  others. T he self-consistent m ethods derive th e  concentration 
factors in th e  inclusion from the  assum ption th a t  the  inclusion is surrounded by a 
m edium  m ade of th e  effective unknown properties.
T h e  o ther m ajo r approach is th e  inclusion m ethod , where th e  fibers are tre a t­
ed  as inclusions present in a  uniform ly d istribu ted  m atrix  m ateria l. T he prim ary  
m otiva tion  for these m ethods is th e  pioneering work by Eshelby (1957). I t  is called 
th e  Equivalent Inclusion M ethod. He term ed  the  presence of a  different m ateria l in 
a  m ateria l as an inclusion and found closed form  expressions for the  strain  in th e  
inclusion due to  uniform  stresses and stra in s a t infinity. Eshelby (1957) assum ed 
th a t  for uniform  stress and stra in  fields a t infinity, th e  stress and stra in  fields in the  
inclusion are also uniform . He showed th a t  the  fields a t infinity and those in the  
inclusion could be sim ply related  w ithou t going in to  the  details of the  very com plex 
fields near the  inclusion.
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Based on th e  Equivalent Inclusion m ethod M ori-Tanaka (1973) determ ined  the 
‘average stress’ in th e  m atrix . T his type of m odeling relies prim arily  on th e  deter­
m ination  of th e  stress and  strain  concentration  factors in th e  phases. Based on the 
‘average stress’ concept outlined above Taya and Chou (1981), W eng (1984) and 
T aya and  M ura (1981) considered th e  com posite to  be m ade of aligned continuous 
isotropic fibers em bedded in an isotropic m atrix , in order to  derive the  overall elastic 
m oduli. T his approach involves th e  determ ination  of the  Eshelby tensor.
An a lte rn a te  approach for determ ining the  effective elastic m oduli of m ulti phase 
m ateria l is the  m ethod of cells by A boudi (1986). He had used a  representative 
volum e elem ent as a  u n it cell. D isplacem ent and trac tion  continuity  conditions at 
th e  elem ent and interface boundaries are used along w ith equilibrium  equations. Both 
th e  phases are assum ed in th e  elastic region. T he final m icrom echanical analysis leads 
to  th e  deduction of th e  effective elastic m oduli. T his m ethod has been ex tended  for 
elasto-p lastic m aterials, Aboudi (1985).
S tan d ard  anisotropic elasticity theories are used to  m odel th e  continuum  behavior 
of th e  com posite. These m ethods have been described in W alpole (1981).
2.2 Plasticity Theories of MMC’s
D ue to  the  flow properties of the  m atrix  th e  M M C exhibits elasto-plastic behav­
ior, especially in the  direction transverse to  the  alignm ent of fibers. In th e  elastic 
deform ation process the  phase properties are homogeneous and the  properties are 
constan t. T h e  linear relationships simplifies m odeling to  a  g reat ex ten t.
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However in th e  elasto-plastic deform ation process one or b o th  phases undergoes 
p lastic deform ation. In o ther words th e  phase is no longer homogeneous. T he m od­
eling of th e  elasto-plastic behavior can be broadly classified under two categories, 
nam ely C o n t in u u m  M o d e lin g  and M ic ro m e c h a n ic a l  M o d e l in g
2 .2 .1  M ic ro m e c h a n ic a l  M o d e lin g
T his type  of m odeling trea ts  th e  com posite to  be m ade up of constituen t phases and 
the  s ta te  of each phase is incorporated in the derivation of th e  overall elasto-plastic 
m odulus.
T h e  Periodic Hexagonal A rray (PH A ) m odel of Dvorak and  Teply (1985,1988) 
considers a  represen ta tive volume elem ent (RVE) of the  com posite. T he fibers are 
assum ed to  be stacked in th e  form of a hexagonal array. T he R V E’s are fu rther sub­
divided in to  elem ents and th e  finite elem ent m ethod  is used in th e  actual evaluation 
of th e  overall instantaneous moduli.
2 .2 .1 .1  A v e ra g in g  M o d e ls
T h e  com m only adopted m ethod for the  evaluation of the elasto-plastic m odulus is 
the  so called averaging schemes. In these schemes the  stresses and strains in the  
constituen t phases are determ ined using the hom ogenization procedure called rule 
of m ix tu res and  th e  Equivalent Inclusion problem  of Eshelby. Stress and strain  
concentration tensors in th e  elastic phases are derived.
Closed form  solutions for th e  derivation of th e  concentration factors for the  phases 
in th e  p lastic s ta te  are not available. These are then  derived from  th e  solution of 
the  inclusion problem  by replacing the  elastic m oduli of the  phases by the  respective 
instan taneous elasto-plastic moduli.
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Lagoudas, Gavazzi and  Nigam (1990) proposed a  m ethod  for the  num erical evalu­
a tio n  of th e  p lastic concentration factors, by in tegra ting  th e  trip le  in tegral expression 
for th e  Eshelby tensor, using Gaussian quadra tu re . T he Vanishing F iber D iam eter 
(V FD ) m odel of D vorak and  Bahei-el-din (1982) derives th e  concentration  factors 
from  a  sim plified geom etry.
Dvorak and Bahei-el-din (1987) proposed a  b i-m odal p lastic ity  theory  which m od­
els th e  behavior of th e  com posite as consisting of two different deform ation m odes, 
nam ely  th e  M atrix  D om inated  M ode (M DM ) and th e  F iber D om inated M ode (FD- 
M ). T his essentially leads to  the  description of th e  overall yield behavior using two 
surfaces. T hey  also use th e  bounding surface m odel of Dafalias and Popov (1976) 
for th e  determ ination  of th e  plastic m odulus.
W eng (1990) stud ied  th e  overall elasto-plastic stress-stra in  relations of dual phase 
m edia. His s tudy  was in tended for proportional loading only and  uses th e  sim pler 
deform ation theory  ra th e r th an  an increm ental one. Since only a  p roportional loading 
is s tud ied  the  secant m odulus is adopted by W eng for th e  elasto-plastic regime.
2.2.1.2 RVE Based M odels
Aboudi (1986) proposed an elasto-plastic theory  for com posites using the  un it cell 
approach.
Sun and Chen (1991,1993) proposed a  m icrom echanical analysis based on th e  
finite elem ent m odeling of RVE’s and o ther approxim ations. Zhao and Weng (1990), 
W eng (1990) derived th e  overall elasto-plastic m odulus based on an approxim ate 
procedure and th e  M ori-Tanaka (1973) m ethod.
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2.2.2 Continuum Models
T hese m odels a re  developed to  pred ic t the  m acroscopic behavior of th e  com posite 
aggregate trea ted  as a  single phase m ateria l. T he elastic behavior of M M C’s is 
determ ined  by trea tin g  them  as transversely isotropic m aterials. Theories perta in ing  
to  anisotropic solids are  com m only used here.
2.2.2.1 Quadratic Interaction Criteria
Hill (1948,1949,1950) has studied  and  proposed anisotropic m odels in considerable 
detail. Y ield functions to  describe th e  elastic lim its are of m any types. Hill prim arily  
used yield functions w ith  quadratic  term s of stress. His c rite ria  are also pressure 
independen t in form , which m ight no t be very su itab le  for anisotropic m edia.
M ulhern , Rogers and  Spencer (1967) proposed a  continuum  m odel for fiber rein­
forced p lastic m ateria ls. T hey proposed a  m odel by assum ing inextensibility  along 
th e  d irection of aligned fibers in order to  reflect th e  strong  fibers. Based on the 
stress invariants they  developed th e  yield function using th e  inextensibility  con­
s tra in t. Spencer (1992) fu rther dem onstrated  th e  validity of th e  theory using the  
experim ental evidence of Dvorak, Bahei-el-din, M acharet and Liu (1988), T he short­
com ing of th is  theory  is th a t  it is also a  pressure independent yield criterion.
T h e  M ulhern, Rogers and Spencer m odel is a  tw o-param eter invariant-based yield 
function. On th e  o ther hand  th e  B im odal theory  is a  one-param eter physical yield 
function derived using th e  single crysta l p lastic ity  theory  and uses two functions to  
represent yielding, depending on which m ode of loading is active.
Schm idt, W ang and  Hansen (1993) proposed a  p lastic ity  theory  for transversely 
isotropic m ateria ls, which is a  stress invariant based m odel, and  com pared it w ith
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experim ental results. Sun (1989) also published a  review paper for o rtho trop ic  plas­
tic ity  m odels.
2.2.2.2 Non-Quadratic Interaction Criteria
A p art from  q u ad ra tic  in teraction  criteria, th ere  exists a  num ber of c rite ria  th a t have 
linear te rm s of shear and norm al stresses to  m odel th e  pressure dependence and 
d irection of shear stress dependence on yielding of th e  m ateria l. Q uadratic  criteria 
pred ic t th e  stren g th  in bo th  compression and tension to  be th e  sam e. T hese criteria  
a re  acceptab le because m ost practical applications of M M C’s involve tensile and high 
tem p era tu re  landings.
C rite ria  th a t  bypass th e  above assum ption are those presented in G ol’denblat and 
Kopnov (1966), Hoffman (1967), Tsai and Wu (1971) etc. which propose a  general 
non-quadratic  in teraction  criteria, w ith  linear norm al stress term s to  account for 
different stren g th s exhib ited  by com posites in tension and com pression and linear 
shear stress term s to  account for their directional dependence.
2.3 Dam age M odeling in MMC
M ost dam age m odels of m etal m atrix  com posites involve the  transform ation  of the 
ac tua l dam aged configuration to  the  fictitious undam aged effective configuration. 
T h e  p rim ary  m otivation in these models is the  concept of dam age p u t forth by 
K achanov (1958) and  R abotnov (1968), who m easured dam age in term s of th e  void 
density  in a  cross section of th e  m aterial.
K rajcinovic (1983,1985) proposed constitu tive equations for m ateria ls undergoing 
dam age in th e  form  of microvoids and m icrocracks. T he dam age law proposed was 
based on a  d issipation  poten tial, which is expressed in term s of th e  conjugate of
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a  therm odynam ic force. A dam age surface is defined in th is therm odynam ic force 
space. T he principle of elastic energy equivalence in th e  dam aged and th e  fictitious 
undam aged configurations is used here. T he work presented  here derives its basis 
from  this form ulation.
Cordebois and  SidorofF (1988) investigated th e  induced anisotropy in th e  m aterial 
due to  th e  progression of dam age in th ree dim ensions. They, like m ost researchers, 
lim ited  th e  influence of dam age on th e  elastic stiffness of the  m ateria l.
L em aitre (1971) proposed th e  stra in  equivalence principle to  derive th e  relation­
ship between th e  dam aged and  th e  effective undam aged stiffness tensor. T h is m ethod 
has been shown to  be restric tive and is no t so com m only used. C haboche (1978) de­
fined th e  dam age variable using th e  concept of effective stress and  s tra in  equivalence 
for linear elasticity.
Identification and m easuring the  dam age variable is a  key ingredient in th e  propo­
sition  of dam age m odels. Kachanov (1958) defined th e  scalar dam age variable for 
th e  uniaxial case. M urakam i (1988) la ter generalized it to  a  fourth  order tensor. 
Chaboche (1988) propounded some general concepts in th e  continuum  dam age m e­
chanics, dam age grow th, crack in itia tion  and crack grow th. Voyiadjis and K attan  
(1993) derived an explicit form  of th e  fourth order dam age tensor based on the  sec­
ond order form  of M urakam i (1988) and th e  sym m etrization of stress procedure of 
Lee e t al. (1986)
Voyiadjis and K a ttan  (1992), K a ttan  and Voyiadjis (1993) proposed an  overall 
dam age m odel w ith  elasto-plastic deform ation for m etal m atrix  com posites. Voyi­
adjis and P ark  (1995), Park  (1995) adopted  and m odified th e  dam age criterion of 
Stum voll and Svoboda (1993) to  propose an anisotropic dam age criterion for M M C’s 
and  derived constitu tive  m odel based on th is criterion.
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D vorak, Bahei-el-din, M acharet and  Liu (1988) studied th e  elasto-plastic behavior of 
boron-alum inum  com posite tu b u la r specim ens and  reported  a  num ber of significant 
findings in th e  n a tu re  of yielding of M M C’s in different stress states. O ne of the  
significant findings is th a t  th e  yield behavior of th e  MMC in th e  direction of fiber is 
independent of th e  stress in th a t  direction.
N igam  e t al. (1992) ex tended  th e  study  fu rther and investigated  th e  stress- 
s tra in , stress-plastic stra in  curves and th e  direction of p lastic s tra in  dependence 
under varying com plex loading paths. Num erous results and  conclusions from  the 
above two studies are used extensively in this research as com parison between the 
m odel generated resu lts and  th e  experim ental observations.
T he cost of specim ens needed for experim ental studies are prohibitively high. 
Hence the  reported  studies are few. Schm idt e t al. (1993) have conducted some 
studies on off-axis tension tes ts  on boron-epoxy lam inates.
Voyiadjis and  Venson (1994), Venson (1995) have conducted tension tes ts  on 
dogbone specim en m ade of Silicon C arb ide-T itan ium  A lum inide specim en to  m ea­
sure th e  evolution of dam age as loading progresses. T hey also repo rted  m ethods to  
m easure the dam age param eters and th e ir respective evolution.
2.5 M otivation for the Proposed Study
Since th e  study  of these types of m ateria ls are a  recent phenom ena, a  num ber of 
phenom ena need fu rther s tudy  and a  m ore precise description. A fter a  s tudy  of the 
lite ra tu re  existing in this area a t  th is tim e, the  following shortcom ings, as determ ined
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by o th er researchers in th e  a rea  as well as th e  au thor, need fu rther stu d y  and  hence 
an  a tte m p t has been m ade here to  tack le som e of them . Some of these are as follows,
•  T h e  necessity of a  generalized yield surface, which incorporates th e  observed 
experim ental phenom ena and  is easy to  use and im plem ent.
•  T h e  study  of the  evolution of p lastic strains and  evaluating them  w ith m ore 
accuracy. T his facilitates th e  b e tte r  prediction of th e  stress-stra in  relations.
•  Incorporation of the  p lasticity  m odel into a  dam age m odel and com ing up  w ith 
a  m odel to  describe th e  cyclic dam age developm ent of M M C ’s sub jected  to  
cyclic loads.
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Chapter 3
Anisotropic Yield Surface
T h e  new six p aram eter general anisotropic yield surface using a  fourth  order 
anisotropic tensor Mijki is proposed here. This form has been derived based on the 
physical behavior observed for the  m ateria l under consideration - nam ely directional- 
ly reinforced m eta l m atrix  com posites. Its  validity is shown by proving its convexity 
and  form  under coord inate transform ation. This form of th e  anisotropic yield func­
tion  is general in n a tu re  which can be used for e ith er pressure dependent or inde­
penden t cases. By applying su itable conditions on th e  param eters, it can be reduced 
to  th e  von-M ises and  Tresca isotropic yield criteria. I t can also be reduced to  spe­
cific anisotropic m odels such as Hill’s (1948) pressure independent anisotropic yield 
function  form  and  th e  M ulhern, Rogers and Spencer (1967) pressure independent 
yield criterion  for transversely isotropic m aterials , which is used for the  continuum  
descrip tion for yielding in m etal m atrix  com posites. T he proposed surface com pares 
well w ith th e  extensive experim ental d a ta  of Dvorak et al. (1988) and Nigam e t al. 
(1993) perform ed on boron-alum inum  m etal m atrix  com posites.
3.1 D escription of the N ew  Y ield  Surface
In th is work, along the  lines of the  continuum  approach, a  new 6-param eter aniso trop­
ic yield surface is proposed for a  m ateria l w ith p re defined, m utually  orthogonal axes 
of anisotropy. M ost of th e  existing anisotropic yield surfaces are based on an pressure 
independent crite ria . T his anisotropic yield surface, which is pressure dependent, is
15
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used to  form ulate a  p lasticity  theory  for fiber-reinforced m ateria l, in particu la r m etal 
m a trix  com posites. It is assum ed th a t th e  in itially  aniso tropic/transversely  isotropic 
m ateria l rem ains the  sam e w ith  respect to  th e  original set of m utually  orthogonal 
axes th roughout the  range of loading. Any proposed yield surface m ust be proven 
to  b e  convex before it can be used, and specifically th e  conditions of convexity m ust 
be established. Towards th is, th e  m athem atica l validity of th is yield surface is also 
dem onstra ted .
3.2 Properties of the Proposed Y ield Surface
For a  general o rthotropic m ateria l it is assum ed th a t  th e  C artesian  C oordinate axes 
chosen coincides w ith th e  th ree  principal axes of anisotropy. Before describing the  
form  of th e  yield function it is necessary to  first outline the  crite ria  th a t  th e  yield 
function m ust m eet for th e  m ateria l under consideration here, nam ely M etal M atrix  
C om posites.
In isotropic m aterials th e  shear s treng th  can be expressed as a  constan t m ultip le 
of th e  uniaxial tensile s treng th  as follows,
where r 0 is th e  shear yield stress used in th e  m axim um  shear stress criterion or the 
Tresca criterion  and  a D is th e  yield stress in uniaxial tension. In o ther words it is 
dependen t d irectly  on the  uniaxial yield stress. If the  von-Mises criterion is to  be 
used one would obtain  th e  sam e result, th e  only difference being th a t  th e  constan t 
of p roportionality  is different.
Unlike isotropic m aterials, anisotropic m aterials tend to  have a  shear streng th  
independent of th e  axial s treng th  of the  m ateria l. Hence in addition to  th e  th ree
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principal axial s treng ths along the  th ree  axes of anisotropy, there are three additional 
shear s trengths. T his has been accounted for a fte r observing from th e  experim ental 
curve sim ulation using a  m odel which had only th ree  axial streng th  param eters. This 
is illu stra ted  fu rth er in detail la te r on in  th is chapter. Also it is assum ed a t th is stage, 
th a t  th e  axial s treng th  in compression m ust be th e  sam e as th a t in tension.
A nother requirem ent is th a t  when th e  principal m aterial axes of anisotropy (also 
referred as local coordinate axes henceforth) coincides w ith th e  reference coordinate 
axes, th e  d irection  of shear stress is irrelevant and  hence its behavior is th e  sam e for 
e ith er d irection. This is accounted for in th e  yield function by having only squared 
term s in th e  shear stress. Yield criterion which account for th e  direction of shear 
stress dependence, have odd powered te rm s of th e  shear stress depicted in th em  (Tsai 
and W u(1971)).
It is also seen th a t yielding in m etal m atrix  com posites is a  pressure dependent 
phenom enon, (Zhao and W eng(1990)). P ressure independence in all yield crite ria  
is accounted for by using only th e  deviatoric p a r t of th e  stress tensor in th e  yield 
criterion. By m aking it independent of th e  volum etric part th e  criterion becomes 
a  pressure independent one. A nother popular m ethod  is by expressing th e  yield 
function as a  difference of the  principal stress values. M ost popular forms of th e  
yield surface, like Hill’s (1948) anisotropic yield criterion  and M ulhern, Rogers and 
Spencer (1967) criterion incorporate a  pressure independent form.
In th is work it is proposed to  develop and use a  pressure dependent surface. 
However, by im posing conditions needed to  m ake it a  pressure independent form on 
th is  general yield surface, th e  surface can also b e  reduced to  a  pressure independent 
form . T his a ttra c tiv e  feature makes th is yield surface a  very general form  of yield 
surface, which can be alm ost used in any circum stance.
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3.2.1 Initial Y ield Surface
A com posite lam inate is m ade up of a  num ber of lam ina, in which each lam ina can 
have a  local coordinate axes different from  th e  reference coord inate  axes as shown in 
Fig. 3.1. T h e  yield surface equation in  general m ust be valid for any o rien ta tion  of 
th e  fiber. To reflect all th e  above conditions in th e  yield surface equation  th e  yield 
surface is defined as,
F((rij ,dij ,a ij ,b ij)  =  0 (3.2)
where cr,j is the  overall s ta te  of stress in the  reference coord inate  system  and  d,j are 
th e  coefficients of th e  orthogonal transform ation from  axes of reference to  principal 
m ateria l axes (local coordinate system ).
T h e  term s a.-y are defined as a  function of k i , k 2, &3 which are functions of the  
m agnitudes of th e  streng th  param eters in the  th ree  axial directions and  6,-y is a 
function of fej, ks, ke which are functions of th e  m agnitudes th e  th ree  additional shear 
s tren g th  param eters, defined in conjunction w ith k \ , k 2  and  k3.
In th e  general case where th e  principal axes of anisotropy are  not coincident w ith 
th e  reference coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 3.2. T he yield function in th e  local 
coord inate system  is given as,
Nijki&ijdkt — 1 =  0 (3.3)
w here N  defined as the  fourth  order anisotropic yield tensor and  a  th e  stress tensor 
are expressed in term s of th e  local coordinate axes.
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3
Figure 3.1: Schematic Diagram of a Unidirectional Composite Lamina




x-y : general axes of reference 
1 -2 : principal material axes 
 direction of fiber
Figure 3 .2 : Local and G eneral Axes of Reference for a  Single La m in a
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From  th e  stress transform ation  law, the  stress in th e  local coordinate reference 
fram e can be w ritten  in term s of th e  stress in the  axes of reference fram e as,
a  =  Qt oQ  (3.4)
= dipapqdqj (3.5)
and  assum ing th e  fibers are aligned in the  unidirectional com posite single lam ina 
system  along th e  x-axis ( 1-direction) one can w rite,
dij =  (vi,V2,V3) (3.6)
where 7] z =  1 ,2 ,3  are th e  direction cosines of th e  fiber in th e  reference coordinate 
system . A lam ina of any arb itra ry  orientation is derived by ro ta tin g  th e  principal 
axes of anisotropy abou t th e  z-axis ( 3-direction) of th e  axes of reference. Hence in the 
transfo rm ation  Q  one has djj  =  (0 ,0 ,1 ). T he o ther th ree term s of dij nam ely d2j' are 
derived from  th e  condition th a t  applies to  any orthogonal coordinate transform ation 
namely,
dpidqi =  Spq (3.7)
Since Tji is known one can easily derive the com ponents of the transfo rm ation  m atrix .
A fourth order anisotropic yield tensor is now proposed here to  define all the 
in itial yield lim its for th e  anisotropic m aterial as a  function of th e  two second order 
term s a,j and  6,j as follows,
N  =  N (a ,b )  (3.8)
Voyiadjis and Foroozesh (1990), Eisenberg and Yen (1984) and Voyiadjis, Thia- 
gara jan  and P etrak is  (1993) had earlier proposed a  form of the fourth  order anisotrop­
ic tensor for an  anisotropic distortional yield surface. However for com posites, since
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bu =
th e  subsequent yield surfaces do not appear to  exhibit significant d isto rtion  and also 
due to th e  fact th a t  th e  fibers and  their direction im pose certain  constra in ts on the  
p lastic behavior of th e  m ateria l, a  new su itable form  for N  is derived here.
A su itab le  expression for N  has been derived to  satisfy th e  properties th a t this 
yield surface m ust m eet. AT in th e  local coordinate axes is expressed as,
Nijki =  A (a ijaki) + B (a ikaji) +  C(auajk) +  D{bijbkl) (3.9)
where A ,B ,C  and D  are constan ts and a ,j and  6,j is expressed in m atrix  form  as,
ki 0 0
0 k 2  0 (3.10)
0 0 k3
0 k 4  ks
h  o h  ( 3 .n )
h  k6  0
djj and bij are defined and determ ined  along the  principal axes of anisotropy and 
k{,(i  =  1..6) are the  m agnitudes of th e  six streng th  param eters (th ree  norm al and 
th ree  shears). T his specific form  where a  contains only diagonal term s and  b contains 
only off-diagonal term s has been arrived after num erous tria l and errors since these 
have to  u ltim ate ly  satisfy all th e  conditions outlined earlier as well as reduce to  
specific forms of the  different o ther criteria, as described laters.
Substitu ting  (3.5) into (3.3) one can express th e  yield equation in th e  axes of 
reference system  as,
VijNijktCTki -  1 =  0 (3.12)
where,
ki — NpqradipdjqdkTd\s (3.13)
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However a  m ore practical form of th e  yield criterion, for com putational im plem enta­
tion , of th e  yield function in th e  case of one lam ina is :
GpqdipdqjNijkldkrndlnffmn 1 = 0  (3.14)
S u b stitu tin g  (3.9) in  (3.3) one can w rite  th e  above equation in com ponent form 
as follows:
(A  + B  + C ) (k 2 <t2n  +  k \ a \ 2  +  *2<t23)+
[2 A ){ k ik 2 d \ \a 2 2  +  +  k 2 k3 a 2 2 d’33)+
(2 ( B  + C ) h k 2  +  4 D k \ ) a 2 2  +  (2 ( B  +  C )k tk 3  +  4£>*2)<r23+
(2 (B  + C )k 2 k 3  +  4Z?^)ct23 -  1 =  0 (3.15)
T h e  constan ts A , B ,  C  and D  are not m ateria l param eters. T heir com bination is 
p redeterm ined  and  chosen as explained la te r in this chapter. Due to  sym m etry  of 
stresses th e  constan t B  is equal to  C.
3.2.2 R eduction to  Isotropic M aterials
T h e  general form of the  anisotropic yield function can be reduced to  be applicable for 
isotropic m ateria l, in which th e  behavior of the  m ateria l in any direction  is assum ed 
to  be th e  sam e. Hence th e  axial yield s treng th  param eters for isotropic m aterials 
can be expressed as follows where k\ =  k2  =  k3  = k  and since th e  shear stresses are 
dependent on th e  axial yield stresses th e  dependence of th e  fourth  o rder anisotropic 
yield tensor N  on fcs, ke is elim inated. T his is done by se ttin g  them  to  zero.
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By applying th e  above conditions equation (3.15) reduces to,
(A  + B  + C )k 2(&jj +  O22 +  033)+
{2A )k 2 {(T\\(T22 +  011033 +  022033)+
2 (B  +  C )k 2 { & \ 2  +  <7j3 +  a | 3) -  1 =  0 (3.16)
It can now be shown th a t (3.16) reduces to  the  fam iliar von-Mises and Tresca yield 
criterion under th e  following com binations of th e  constants .4, B ,  C  and D :
1. For von-Mises (Isotropic) C riterion 
A  = - \ , B  = C = \
For this case (3.16) reduces to
2 2
( g ) k 2( 0 n  +  022 A- 033) — (g )^ '2 (0'll0'22 +  011033 +  022033) +
( ^ 2(^l22 +  ^13 +  ^ 2 3 ) - 1 =  0 (3 .1 7 ) 
which on rearrangem ent reduces to  th e  von-Mises yield criterion as follows.
g  [(011 — 0 22 )2 +  (011 — 033)2 +  (022 ~  033)2+
6(0?2 +  °13 +  ^23 ) ] - £ 2 =  0 (3-18)
2. For Tresca (Isotropic) Criterion 
A  = - \ , B  = C  = \
For th is case (3.16) reduces to ,
( ^ ) f c 2 ( ^ i i  +  * 2 2  +  ^ 3 3 ) -  
( ^ k 2^ 11̂ 22 +  041033 +  022033)+
A:2(a-?2 +  0?3 +  0 I3) -  1 =  0 (3.19)
which is the  fam iliar Tresca yield criterion.
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T h e equivalence between k  used here and k 0  used for exam ple in the von-M ises yield 
criterion  is thus k  = ■£-.Ko
For th e  general o rtho trop ic  m ateria l a  su itab le  choice can be m ade and  adopted. 
By choosing th e  com bination of A  =  — B  =  C  — |  and le tting  D  =  |  th e  yield 
criterion  can be w ritten  finally in com ponent form as follows:
F  =  +  k \ a \ 2  + k la lz )
2
— q ( ^ 1 ^ 2 ° ' l l cr22 +  k ^  k 3 &22&33 +  ^*1^30'll0 '33)
2 2 2 
+ g (^ i^ 2  +  k l ) ^  +  +  k1)a \ 3  +  - { k 3 k 3  +  k \ )d \ 3  — 1.0 (3.20)
3.3 P roof o f Convexity
A necessary requirem ent for th e  yield surface to  be valid, is th a t  it m ust be convex. 
T his was dem onstrated  and proved by D rucker (1951,1959) using the s tab ility  postu ­
la te . Convexity of the  surface ensures th a t the m ateria l does no t re tu rn  to  an  elastic 
stage afte r undergoing p lastic deform ation, while the  loading continues. M ath em at­
ically th e  convexity of th e  yield surface F  is dem onstrated  if i t  can be shown th a t 
th e  Hessian M atrix  Kij  of th is function is positive sem i-definite, i.e. its  Eigenvalues 
are all positive or zero. T he Hessian m atrix  for th e  given function (3.20) is defined 
as
d 2F
K ‘< -  S S 5 J  <3 2 1 )
where <7; is the  vector form of the  stress tensor &ij.
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2 k ,  kg 
9
2 k,  ks
9 0 0 0
2 * i ks
9
4*2i
9 9 0 0 0
2 k,  k ,
9
2 ks *.t 
9
l i i l
9 0 0 0
0 0 0
4 *i ki, | 4 k , 2 
3  ' r  3 0 0
0 0 0 0
4 ki ks i 4 ks2 
3 3 0
0 0 0 0 0
4 *3 ks i 
3
T h e  m athem atica l sym bolic package M A PLE V is used here to  fu rther derive the 
6 Eigenvalues of th is Hessian m atrix . In term s of th e  streng th  param eters k i , . . . . ,k e  
they  are  given by,
E I G E N 1 
E I G E N 2
E I G E N 3
E I G E N 4
E I G E N 5  =
E I G E N 6  =
=  0
4 k2 ks 4 k 6 2  
3 ~3~~
4 kt ks 4 k f  
3 +  ~ 3 ~
2 k , 2  2 k2 2  2 ks 2
+ + +
2 v V  -  k , 2 ks 2  -  k , 2 ks 2  +  ks 4 -  kz 2 ks 2 +  ks A
2 k , 2  , 2 ks 2  , 2 ks 2  
9 +  9 +  9
2 -  k , 2 h 2  -  k , 2 ks 2  +  ks 4  -  ks 2 ks 2  +  ka*








3.3.1 C onditions For Eigenvalues > 0
It is now proved , th a t  for all th e  Eigenvalues to  be either zero or positive th e  only 
condition th a t is m athem atically  im posed on k , , ..., &6 is th a t they  m ust be all g reater
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th an  zero, since they  represent the  m agnitudes of th e  streng ths. This condition is 
satisfied physically too in their com putation. W ithou t any loss of generality  it can 
be assum ed th a t k\ > k 2  > k3  > 0  and th a t  and kG >  0 also.
From  th e  above equations for the eigen values it is d irectly  observed th a t EIG EN1, 
EIG EN 2 and E IG E N 6 are all >  0.
For EIG EN 4 to  be greater th an  zero, if it can be shown th a t
V k t 4  -  k t 2 ks 2  -  k t 2 ks 2 +  ks 4  -  ks 2 ks 2  +  k3* >  0 (3.28)
then  EIG EN 4 would be greater than  zero. R earranging th e  expression w ith in  the 
root one can w rite
k t  +  k 4  + k 4  > k \ k l  +  k \ k \  +  k \ k l  (3.29)
(k 4  -  k^k l)  + {k4  -  k l k l )  > k \ k l  -  k 4  (3.30)
Adding and sub trac ting  k \ k l  to  the  right hand side of th e  above equation one get
fc?(Jfc? -  k2) +  k 2 {k 2  -  k23) > k2xk l  -  k \ k \  +  k \ k l  -  k 4  (3.31)
k \ { k \  -  k \ )  +  k \{ k \  -  k \)  > k l { k \  -  k \)  +  k l(k ]  -  k l)  (3.32)
Since k\ > k3 th e  first term  on LHS is g reater th an  the  first te rm  of the  RHS. Also 
since k 2  > k 3  the  second term  of the LHS is g reater than  th e  second te rm  of th e  RHS. 
T his proves th a t th e  left hand side is g reater than  the  right hand  side and hence the  
te rm  under the  root is positive. This shows th a t EIG EN4 is positive.
To show th a t  EIG EN5 is positive it m ust be shown th a t 
2 k , 2  , 2 k2 2  2 ks 2 2 v V  -  k , 2 ks 2  -  kt 2 ks 2  +  ks 4  -  ks 2 ks 2  +  ks 4
T "  T -  ~ ! r  > -------------------------------- 9---------------------------------
Squaring bo th  sides of the above inequality  one obtains th e  following relation, 
k \  +  k 42  + k$ + 2 k \ k \  +  2 k \ k l  +  2 k]k l  > k 4  +  k 4  +  k 4  -  k \ k \  -  k \ k l  -  k 2xk l
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T his is au tom atica lly  proved since th e  quan tity  on th e  left hand  side is positive 
w hereas th a t  on th e  right hand  side is negative afte r sim ilar term s are cancelled. This 
proves th a t  EIG EN 5 is positive. T his com pletes th e  proof th a t all th e  Eigenvalues 
a re  g rea ter th an  o r equal to  zero.
3.4 D escription of Y ield  Tensor Param eters
It is observed from  equation  (3.3) th a t  Nijki is used here as a  fourth  o rder tensor. 
T h e  basic form  of th is tensor is derived from  the  principles of th e  general fourth  order 
isotropic tensor. For an anisotropic m ateria l this form  of essentially represents 
th e  m agn itude  of th e  streng th  param eters of the  m ateria l. T h e  p roperty  of repeated  
indices of tensors is used here in th is representation.
In general an anisotropic tensor is defined as a  tensor which is invariant under a 
certa in  specified group of transform ations. Here N^ki  is defined and determ ined  in 
th e  principal m ateria l axes of anisotropy. This can be term ed as th e  stren g th  tensor 
of th e  fou rth  order, analogous to  th e  first and second order s tren g th  tensors defined 
by th e  Tsai-W u (1971) failure crite ria  for com posites.
3.4.1 Transformation Property
T h e  tensor N  is d irectly  re la ted  to  th e  m agnitude of th e  streng ths along th e  principal 
axes of anisotropy and is defined in the local coordinates of th e  lam ina w ith  reference 
to  th e  fiber d irection. This has necessitated the  transform ation  of stresses to  th e  local 
coord inate  axes.
I t is also observed th a t  th e  yield function represented here in this form , for the 
case where th e  local axes is different from  th e  reference coordinate axes, is dependent






Case A: Results In tension along fiber direction 
Case 6: Results in compression along fiber direction
Figure 3.3: Effect of Shear Stress D irection for a  C om posite L am ina
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on th e  d irection of shear stress as shown in Fig. 3.3. T his is param ount for th e  correct 
physical in terp re ta tio n  of th e  m ateria l behavior.
We now consider th e  form  of th e  yield function under th e  condition of stress 
transform ation . T h is  would represent th e  case where th e  principal m ateria l axes are 
different from th e  general axes of reference as shown in Fig. 3.2. A com m on exam ple 
of transfo rm ation  is when th e  fibers are all aligned a t  an angle 9 as shown in Fig. 
3.2. M athem atically  , for th e  yield function to  be independent of the  direction of 
shear stress in  th e  1-2 axis , it should contain only squared term s of shear stress. 
T his is ensured by choosing a  su itable form of Nijki-
We can express th e  fourth  order form of N  in th e  yield function, as shown in 
equation  (3.3) by th e  equivalent second order form  of N  in th e  principal m aterial 
axes as follows,
F  = NijCidj -  1 ( i j  =  1...6) (3.33)
where crt = a n , a 2  =  0 -2 2 , 0 - 3  = 0 3 3 , 0 4  = Oi2 , o 5  = o 1 3 ,cr6  =  a 2 3  and M j term s are 
derived from Myjt; as
M i =  M m
N 22 =  M 2 2 2
N 33 =  N3333
N n =  M 1 2 2
N21 =  M 211
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$ 1 3 = $ 1 1 3 3
$ 3 1 — $3311
$ 2 3 = N2233
$ 3 2 = N 3322
$ 4 4 = $ 1212  +  $1221 +  ^2 1 1 2  +  ^2121
$ 5 3 = $ 1 3 1 3 +  $1331 +  $ 3 1 1 3  +  $3131
$ 6 6 = N2323  +  N2332  +  7V3223 +  N 3232 (3.34)
T he second order form  of th e  yield surface in th e  general axes of reference can be 
expressed as follows,
F  =  NijCicrj -  1 ( i , j  =  1...6) (3.35)
w here <r, are th e  stresses in th is axes of reference. T he stress-transform ation law for 
stress is expressed for th e  given case as follows,
=  dikdjiau (3.36)
where,
m 2 n 2 0
dij — n 2 m 2 0
0 0 1
(3.37)
and  m  =  cos(O) and n  =  sin(O). Equation (3.33) can be expanded in com ponent 
form  as follows,
F  = N \ \d \  +  $ 2 2 ^ 2  +  $ 3 3 ^ 3  +  (iVi2 +  $ 2 1 ) 0 1 0 2  +  ( $ 1 3  +  $ 3 1 ) 0 1 0 3
+ {$23 +  $32 ^2 ^3  +  $ 4 4 V4  +  $ 55^5 +  $660$ ~  1 (3.38)
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S ubstitu ting  (3.37) in (3.38) and  rearranging th e  term s one can rew rite th e  yield 
equation  as,
F  =  iV n<7j +  N 2 2 O2  +  ^ 3 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 3  +  N \ 2 (Ti(T2  +  •N l3 ° i0 '3  +  fV23<72<T3 
7Vi4<71CT4  +  N 24(?204  +  N 3 4 0 3 0 4  +
N 4 4 (t\ +  NehOe +  +  NssO$(Tg — 1 (3.39)
T h e term s in th e  square brackets represent th e  transform ed N(j term s in the 
general axes of reference. T hese are functions of N{j and  m  and  n.  T he details of 
th e  individual term s are shown below. T h e  detailed  form for Nij  te rm s, representing 
th e  second order yield surface expression in the  general axes of reference is shown 
below:
iVn = m 4N u  +  n 4Af22 +  2m 2n 2ZV12 +  m 2n 2iV44
N 2 2 = u 4N n  +  m 4iV2 2  +  2 m 2 n 2 N i 2  +  m 2 n 2 N 4 4
N 3 3 = N 3 3
N u = 2 m 2 n 2 N n  +  2m 2n 2iV22 + 2 (m 4  +  n 4 )N i 2  — 2 m 2 n 2 N 4 4
N i  3 = 2 m 2 N l 3  +  2n 2 N 2 3
N 2 3 = 2 n 2  N \ 3  +  2 m 2  N 2 3
N u = 4 m 3n N u  —  4m n3 V̂22 — 4(m 3n — m n 3)iV12 — 2 (m 3n  — m n 3 )N.u \
N 2 4 = 4 m n 3N u  —  4m 3nfV22 — 4(m n3 — m 3 n ) N i 2  +  2 (m 3n  — m n 3 )N 4  4]
n 3 4 = 4mniVi3 — 4mnJV23
N 4 4 = 4 m 2 n 2N n  +  4 m 2n 2iV22 — 8m 2n 2iVi2 +  ( m 2  — n 2 )2 N 4 4
Nee = {m 2  N 5e +  n 2iV66)
N 6 6 = {n2  Nee +  m 2 Nee)
Nse = (2m nNes — 2 m n N m ) 1
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Since th ere  are term s in th e  above equation, which are in the  general axes of reference, 
w ith single power of th e  shear stress, it can be concluded th a t th e  yield function 
is dependent on th e  direction of shear stress. It m ust be noted  th a t  th e re  is an 
inheren t lim ita tion  which is th a t under pure shear conditions, th e  yield function is 
still independent of th e  shear stress direction.
T h e  sim plicity  of th is form and its ease of use are  the  a ttra c tiv e  features of this 
represen tation .
3.5 Comparison with Existing Yield Functions
I t has been shown earlier th a t  th e  proposed yield function reduces to  th e  von-M ises 
and  T resca yield c rite ria  for isotropic m ateria ls  by m aking su itab le  assum ptions. 
T here  are o th er well known yield crite ria  for anisotropic m ateria ls, w ith  specific ap ­
plication to  com posites. Some of them  are Hill’s general anisotropic yield criterion 
(1948) and M ulhern, Rogers and Spencer’s criterion for transversely  isotropic com ­
posites (1969). T h e  proposed yield surface is com pared and  con trasted  w ith these 
existing yield surface forms. By im posing su itable conditions on th e  p aram eters  it is 
shown th a t it can be reduced to  the  corresponding forms.
3.5.1 Reduction to Hill’s Criterion
Hill (1948) proposed a  pressure-independent yield criterion for general o rtho trop ic  
m ateria ls. He had  described the  yield function for th e  case where th e  axes of reference 
coincide w ith th e  principal axes of anisotropy as follows:
2 /  =  P{(Tyy -  (Tzzf  +  Q(<r« -  (Tx x ) 2  +  R{<TXX ~  O yy f  +
2 S c r l  + 2U a l! + 2 V a l y - l  (3.41)
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T h e proposed yield criterion in the  form  of,
/  =  Nijki(7ijcrk[ — 1 (3.42)
is a  pressure dependent general anisotropic surface. For th e  yield criterion expressed 
above, to  be pressure independent Nijki two p rim ary  conditions m ust be satisfied 
nam ely,
•  th e  fourth  order anisotropic tensor m ust satisfy th e  condition
Nukk =  0 (3.43)
•  deviatoric stresses m ust be used instead  of to ta l stresses.
A pplying th e  first condition to  th e  proposed N{jki tensor we arrive a t  the  condition 
in com ponent form as follows,
+  k% + k l  -  k \ k 2  — h k 3  — k 2 k3  =  0 (3.44)
By tak ing  the  deviatoric stresses in th e  yield criterion to  m ake it pressure inde­
penden t, th e  expanded form  can be derived as follows,
Nijki(crij -  <Tm&ij)(<7ki ~  Vm hi)  - 1  =  0 (3.45)
NijktPijcrki -  <rmNijki(Sij +  Su) — cr^NijkiSijSki -  1 =  0 (3.46)
Nijki&ijO'kt &m[Nijkk 4" Nakt) crmNukk 1 — 0 (3.47)
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By expanding  th e  Hill’s criterion and on com parison of th e  two yield c rite ria  we 
observe th e  following relationship between the  param eters.
R  + Q =
27 1
R  + P  = — k 2  
27 2
P  + Q =
27 3
2 V  = —(k ik 2  +  fc2)
2 U = —(fei &3 +  k2)
2 S  = ~ (k 2k3 +  kg) (3.48)
T he first th ree  term s in th e  above equation represent th e  correspondence of P, Q  and R  
w ith k i , k 2  and k2, which are m easured streng th  param eters along the  th ree  axes of 
anisotropy while th e  last th ree  term s represent th e  corresponding shear streng ths in 
bo th  criteria. It is seen th a t th e  proposed criterion can be applied to  bo th  pressure 
dependent and pressure independent cases.
3.5.2 Comparison with Mulhern, Rogers & Spencer Criterion
M ulhern, Rogers and  Spencer (1969) proposed an elastic-plastic theory  for m aterials 
reinforced by a  single family of fibers. T hey assum ed th e  m aterial to  be inextensible 
in th e  fiber direction and derived a  pressure independent yield function wherein yield­
ing was also independent of stress in the  fiber direction. For transversely isotropic 
m ateria ls they  derived a  yield function based on stress invariants as follows. In the 
case where the  axes of reference coincides w ith the  local coordinate axes it is w ritten  
as follows:
f  =  ? L
-(<722 — 033) 2 +  a 23 +  jT  [a i2 +  * 13] -  1 (3.49)
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where Ict and  k i  are shear yield stresses for shear on planes containing th e  fibers, in 
directions transverse and parallel to  th e  fibers respectively.
To d em onstra te  th e  equivalence, one in troduce th e  two assum ptions m ade above, 
nam ely pressure independence and fiber d irection  stress independence (no yielding). 
T hese two constra in ts are introduced in to  th e  stress te rm  by defining th e  ‘ex tra-stress’ 
te rm  as follows, (Spencer (1972)),
Sij = <7ij -  TTjiTjj — p 8 ij (3.50)
w here T  and p  are constants determ ined by incorporating th e  m athem atica l con­
s tra in ts  of inextensib ility  and incom pressibility and 77; ( i= l,2 ,3 )  are th e  direction 
cosines of th e  fiber w ith respect to  th e  axes of reference.
T he inextensibility  constra in t along th e  direction of 77,- can be expressed m athe­
m atically  as follows,
ijiTjjSij =  0 (3.51)
S u b stitu tin g  equation  (3.51) in to  equation (3.50) one obtains th e  following relation,
VijViVj -TViVjViVj ~  PhjViVj =  0 (3.52)
Since tjipi =  1 th e  above equation reduces to
VijViVj ~  =  T  (3.53)
T he dependence on the  hydrostatic stress is elim inated by incorporating th e  incom ­
pressibility  constra in t in the following m athem atica l form
su =  0 (3.54)
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S u b stitu tin g  th is condition in equation  (3.50) one obtains,
era -  -  pSu =  0 (3.55)
<ra — T  — p =  0 (3.56)
or
p =  o i{ - T  (3.57)
T h e  two equations (3.57) and  (3.53) can be solved sim ultaneously to  get
P =  ^(°Vr -  VrV'Vrs) (3.58)
T  = ^{tyrVsVr, -  <Trr) (3.59)
S u b stitu tin g  for p  and  T  from the  above equation th e  ex tra-stress term  can be rep­
resented  as follows,
Sij = Oij -  i(c rrr -  T)rT]sOr3 )6 ij +  ^(crrr -  2T)TT)3 Or,)THT}j (3.60)
For th e  case of 77 =  (1,0,0) th e  above equation  reduces to ,
Sij = (Tij -  l^{o„ -  o n )8 ij + ^ { o rr -  Zon )r)iT)j (3.61)
In o rder to  incorporate the  constrain ts in th e  yield function one in troduce s,j  instead 
of Oij in  equation  (3.12), such th a t
F  =  SijNijkiSki — 1 (3.62)
Since th e  M ulhern, Rogers and Spencer’s criterion appears to  be a  shear yield stress 
form , one choose th e  constants A , B ,  C  and D  as in th e  Tresca yielding case and by 
reducing th e  proposed yield criterion for a  transversely isotropic m ateria l, where k\
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is along th e  fiber d irection and k 2  =  &3 one can w rite equation ( 3.62) in com ponent 
form  as follows,
F  -  k  '. ~ (s22 -  S33)2 + +  k \ k 2  [«Sj2 +  Sj3] — 1 (3.63)
T h e  correspondence between th e  M ulhern,Rogers and  Spencer param eters and the  
param eters  used here are k 2  = -^: and  k \k 2  =  ^ - .T h e  above equation  shows th e  
re la tionsh ip  w ith  equation  ( 3.49) w ith regard to  th e  yield param eters in th e  two 
criterion  and  dem onstrates th a t  th e  generalized yield function can be reduced to  the  
M ulhern e t al. form  by m aking th e  assum ptions th a t  they had  m ade. In th e ir form 
only two shear yield param eters need to  be determ ined. Hence only two param eters 
from  th e  generalized form  are needed.
It is also seen th a t th e  yield function contains no te rm  of <7n- Hence th is stress 
has no influence on th e  yield criteria. T his is depicted as parallel lines parallel to  the  
(Tii axis in th e  stress space.
3.6 Numerical Simulation for Initial Yielding
In o rder to  provide experim ental validity, a  num erical sim ulation is done to  evaluate 
th e  values of th e  param eters and com pare the experim ental and m odel results. T he 
experim ental d a ta  from  boron-alum inum  com posite tu b u la r specim en having unid i­
rectional lam in a  by Dvorak e t  al. (1988,1993) are  used here. T h e  fibers in th e  tu b e  
are aligned parallel to  the  axis of th e  tube. T he specim en is subjected  to  different 
load p a th s  by applying axial force, torque and in ternal pressure in order to  determ ine 
th e  yield surfaces in th e  (<7n — a 2 1) and  (<722 — 021) stress planes, where <ru  is th e  
stress along th e  fiber d irection, <722 is th e  norm al stress transverse to  the  fiber and  
021 is th e  longitudinal shear stress.
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Since these a re  unidirectional specim ens one has tj =  (1,0,0). Using (3.12) and 
reducing it to  com ponent form for transversely isotropic case where fa =  fa one 
obtains,
F  =  +  ^ '2  (^22 +  ~  ^fafa<7ll(<722 +  033)
- ^ 'f o - 2 2 ^ 3 3  +  ^ ( f a f a  +  k \ ) ( ( T 2i 2 +  (7i3) +  | ( f c |  +  ~  1 (3 -6 4 )
In th e  On — or2i stress space, except for these two stress com ponents all th e  o ther 
stress com ponents are zero th e  above equation can be expressed as follows,
F  =  i  +  ^ ( f a f a  +  £4 )^ 2 1  “  1 ( 3 -6 5 )
A sim ilar equation  can be w ritten  in the  022 — 021 space also. T he p aram eter fa is 
determ ined  from  th e  yield stress along th e  0 u  axis and fa from  th a t along th e  022 
axis. From  th e  th ird  yield stress nam ely along th e  021 axis one can then determ ine 
fa.
From  th e  experim ental d a ta , the  following values of in itial yield stress have been 
m easured:
•  a Yn  =  87.90 M Pa
•  0 J2 =  44.70 M Pa
•  0 2yi =  17.90 M Pa
In th e  uniaxial te s t m easurem ents in each of the  th ree spaces individually are as 
follows,
g ^ l ( <rll,y) — 1 =  0 (3 .66)
^fa2(87.92) - l  =  0 (3.67)
y
*- =  4T47 (3'68)
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For th e  com putation  of k4, th e  yield stress in shear along w ith th e  com puted values 
for ki and k2 a re  used as follows,
§ ( l ' A +  * ! ) « , ) - 1  =  0 (3.72)
1*4147209+ « (17'9J)- 1 -  °  (3-73)
*■ - inr <3-74)
T hus th e  following values for k \ , k2 and  k4 are been com puted and used in this work 
as follows,
47
*  ^ 2 21.09
a  /-  — 1
~  16.81
Using th e  above values th e  yield surface equations in the  respective spaces are as 
shown below. In th e  (<rn — cr12) space it reduces to  th e  following,
7&  +  S &  -  1 (3J5)
T h e above yield surface is depicted in Fig.3.4. In th e  (cr22 — 021) space equation 
(3.65) reduces to  th e  following,
2 2 
<722 , ° 1 2
2001 +  320.3 1 3̂ '76^
T his surface is shown in Fig. 3.5 along w ith com parisons w ith experim ental data.
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3.6.1 N ote  A bout Choice o f Six Param eters
Figures 3.4 and  3.5 show why it is necessary to  have additional param eters to  rep­
resent the additional effect of shear streng th . T he curves corresponding to  a  m odel 
having only th e  param eters k\ and  k 2  is shown along w ith th e  m odel w ith pa­
ram eters k i , k 2  and k 4  for th e  plane stress space. I t is observed th a t  although 
th e  yielding along the  axial directions are correctly  sim ulated, th e  shear streng th  is 
overestim ated. T h e  in troduction  of th e  shear s tren g th  p aram eter corrects this defi­
ciency and allows for th e  correct representation of the  observed yielding phenom enon. 
This proves conclusively th a t  an anisotropic m ateria l cannot be m odeled correctly 
in yielding w ith  the axial s treng th  values alone. E xtending th is concept to  the  six- 
stress space, one can conclude th a t in  general, th ree  axial and th ree  shear streng th  
param eters are needed and  hence are used in this work.
3.7 Subsequent Y ield Surfaces
H ardening is th e  param eter th a t  determ ines th e  shape, size and location of the  
subsequent yield surfaces in the  stress space, w ith th e  progression of loading. T he 
experim ental evidence used here indicates k inem atic hardening , which is prim arily  
responsible for m ovem ent of the  yield surface in the  stress space, to  a  g reat ex ten t. 
T h e  change in the  sizes of th e  yield surface has been observed to  be no t very signif­
icant. D istortion of th e  yield surface has not been observed for th is case and hence 
has not been considered in th is  type of m odeling. T he following sections discuss th is 
aspect of m ateria l behavior in detail.
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2 0 -
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S hear Yield =  21.3 MPa
Q Experimental
— A   Proposed Model (k lk 2 )
— Pr oposed Model (k lk2k4 )
F igure 3.4: Com parison of In itia l Yield Surface in  <Tn — 012 Space
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Figure 3.5: C om parison of Subsequent Yield Surfaces in <t22 — Space
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3.7.1 K inem atic Hardening
For the determ ination  of subsequent yield surfaces hardening is a  very im portan t 
aspect. T he experim ental evidence of Dvorak e t al. (1988) have ind icated  th a t
th e  predom inant m ode of hardening is k inem atic hardening of th e  Phillips type,
where the  predom inant m ode of yield surface transla tion  is along th e  d irection  of the  
increm ental stress tensor. T he phenom enon of k inem atic hardening is introduced 
in to  the yield function in th e  form  of th e  backstress tensor a , j  which represents 
transla tion  of th e  yield surface as follows,
a iji aiji biji d ij) =  0 (3.77)
or
F  =  ( d j  — ctij)Nijki{(Tki — a/ci) -  1 (3.78)
T h e evolution equations for the  backstress are observed to  be of th e  Phillips type 
such th a t,
da,j = udiJij (3.79)
T h e surface tran sla tes  along the  increm ental stress vector. N igam , D vorak and Bahei- 
el-din (1993) have reported  th a t th e  surface translates along th e  stress vector when 
loading takes place on the  circular branches of th e  m atrix  dom inated  m odel (M DM ) 
yield surface of th e ir bim odal p lasticity  surface. Along the  flat branches of the 
M DM  surface, the  m ovem ent of the  surface was found to  be a  tran sla tio n  along the  
longitudinal shear axes regardless of th e  loading direction.
T he k inem atic  hardening rule th a t is adopted  for th is work is to  be  based on the  
above experim ental observations. However a t th is  ju n c tu re  since th e  accent is on
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sim ulating  th e  yield surfaces, th e  shape of the  subsequent yield surfaces is shown in 
Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. F igure 3.5 shows the  com parison in  th e  (022 — 012) space. 
F igures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 show the  com parison for seven subsequent surfaces in th e  
(022 — 012) space. These figures show th e  m odel generated surface in com parison to  
th e  experim ental yield surface points reported  by Nigam e t al. (1993). T h e  centers 
of th e  respective surfaces have been taken from  th e  tab le  reported  in the  above 
experim ents and is shown in Table 3.1. The values of ki and k 2  are determ ined  from 
th e  axial yield streng ths of th e  yield surfaces. Using the  value of th e  param eter r 0 
shown in th e  sam e paper, various values of the  param eter k4  have been determ ined . 
Since th e  transla tion  here is only along the  (011 — 021) plane, a  constan t value of k 2  
is taken , which is a  reasonable assum ption. Table 3.1 shows th e  num erical values 
corresponding to  these param eters. Sim ilarly Table 3.2 shows th e  num erical values 
of th e  param eters for the  surfaces in th e  (022 — 012) space.
3.7.2 Proportional Hardening
As Spencer (1992) had pointed out th e  current hardening (analogous to  isotropic 
hardening) would require m ore than  a  single param eter for anisotropic m aterials and 
hence they  term ed it as ‘proportional hardening’. This im plies th a t  in any given 
direction in the  stress space the  expansion is uniform , b u t differs w ith direction. In 
o ther words th e  length of the  principal axes would not rem ain constan t. E xperim ental 
evidence suggests th a t s tra in  hardening does take place.
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Table 3.2: Parameter Values for Subsequent Yield Surfaces in <722 — Space
Y
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Table 3.3: Parameter Values for Subsequent Yield Surfaces in <r22 — rr12 Space
S u r fa c e T0 <*22 a 2 i
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Proposed Model ( klk2k4)
#  1 (Expt)
# 2 ( Expt)





-40 0 40 80
SQRT(5)/2o22(M Pa)
Figure 3.6: Comparison of Subsequent Yield Surfaces in 0 2 2  — 0 1 2  Space
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Proposed M odel(klk2k4)
# 4 ( Expt)
# 5 ( E xp t) /  
BimodalHieoiy I
2 0 -
0 20 40 60 80
SQRT(5)/2c 22 (M Pa)
Figure 3.7: C om parison of Subsequent Yield Surfaces in <t22 — o\v Space
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2 0 -
- 2 0 - ——  Proposed M)del(klk2k4) 
|  # 6  (Expt)
#  #7  (Expt)
-  -  Bimodal Theory
-20 0 40 6020
SQRT(5)/2c22(M Pa)
Figure 3.8: C om parison of Subsequent Yield Surfaces in 022 — <7u Space
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T he param eters determ ined  so far describe very well th e  in itia l yield surface in the 
six-dim ensional stress space. For th e  determ ination  of th e  subsequent yield surfaces 
and  also th e  prediction th e  stress-strain  curves it is im p o rtan t to  specify th e  n a tu re
of evolution of these param eters. In th e  m ost general case th e  param eters can be
assum ed to  be functions of plastic strains as follows,
a ij =  0 |j (^ l(£ll)» ^2(£22)» ^3(£33)) (3.80)
h j  = bij(kA(e\2)-, -̂5 x*3) i -̂'6 (£23)) (3.81)
where
efj =  f  y /e 'i /e ' i /d t  (no sum  in i,j) (3.82)
Jo
T his im plies th a t  in order to  determ ine fully th e  m ateria l behavior, one would need 
th e  uniaxial stress-plastic stra in  behavior d a ta  along all th e  six stress axes. A lthough 
th is would enable us to  determ ine th e  lengths of th e  principal axes of th e  elliptical 
curves in th e  stress space independently, it does pose a  p ractical difficulty and m ay 
also be very expensive to  conduct such tests.
O ne possible sim plification would be to  assum e th a t th e  m echanism  for s tra in  
hardening for com posites to  depend only on one predom inant uniaxial stress- p lastic 
s tra in  curve. T he plastic  strains in o ther directions could be determ ined by using 
thus a  single ca libration . This m ight no t be very accurate  b u t it  is easy to  determ ine 
experim entally  as well as in th e  num erical im plem entation. T h e  shear stress-plastic 
s tra in  curve would be th e  ideal curve for com posites as th is is a  predom inant m ode of 
p lastic deform ation. T he m ajor im plication of th is assum ption is th a t  although the  
lengths of th e  principal axes of th e  subsequent yield ellipses are different from the  
in itia l ones th e ir ra tios are not altogether independent. A nother possibility would
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be to  assum e th a t th e  com posite hardening results are solely obtained  from isotropic 
hardening of the  m atrix , hence resulting in the  usage of a  single curve for calibrating  
th e  hardening.
3.8 Discussions
A new form  of a  six param eter anisotropic yield surface has been proposed in this 
chap ter, using a fourth order anisotropic tensor A^-*/. T h e  form of th e  fourth  order 
tensor is derived based on th e  observed physical behavior of th e  m ateria l under 
consideration - nam ely m etal m atrix  com posites. I t is suggested by several au thors 
th a t  m etal m atrix  com posites m ust have a  pressure dependent yield surface. This 
can also be incorporated  in th is form.
T he validity of th is yield surface has also been dem onstrated  by proving its con­
vexity and validity under coordinate transform ation.
T he principal advantages of this surface is its  ease of usage and its generality. 
It has been shown th a t  i t  can be reduced to  th e  com m on forms of isotropic yield 
surface i.e. von-Mises and  Tresca yield criterion, by applying su itab le  conditions 
on th e  param eters of th e  proposed yield surface. T he proposed yield surface also 
accounts for the  fact th a t in anisotropic m aterials th e  shear yield stress is not purely 
dependent on th e  axial yield stress.
For transversely isotropic m aterials, like m etal m atrix  com posites, i t  can be ap­
plied by again im posing su itab le  conditions on th is yield surface. Its  equivalence 
w ith Hill’s anisotropic yield surface - which is a  pressure independent form - has 
also been shown. It has also been shown th a t the  proposed yield surface can be 
reduced to  ano ther continuum  yield surface th a t is currently  being used - nam ely 
th e  pressure independent M ulhern, Rogers and Spencer (1969) yield criterion for
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transversely  isotropic m ateria ls. I t has been shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 and in an 
earlier section th a t  th ree  param eters  k \ , k2 and k4 are needed for a  m ore accurate  
sim ulation in  th e  (<7n — — 022) spaces, whereas M ulhern, Rogers and  Spencer
(1969) use only two param eters in th e ir theory and th e  B im odal T heory of Dvorak 
and  Bahei-el-din (1987) is essentially  a  one param eter model.
T he proposed surface has been com pared w ith th e  experim ental d a ta  of Dvorak 
e t al. (1988) and Nigam  e t al. (1993) obtained for a  Boron-A lum inum  m eta l m atrix  
com posite. T he description and evaluation of th e  param eters from  th e  experim en­
ta l d a ta  is also shown. Based on th e  experim ental d a ta , th e  param eters  are also 
evaluated for th e  subsequent yield surfaces and then th e  surfaces are generated  and 
com pared w ith  th e  experim ental points.
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Chapter 4
A Cyclic Anisotropic-Plasticity Model
4.1 Introduction
T he yield surface proposed earlier is correlated here to  th e  experim ental observations 
of Dvorak e t al. (1988) and Nigam  et al. (1993). A m odel is proposed herein 
to  account for th e  m ateria l behavior of M M C which is transversely isotropic and 
sub jected  to  cyclic, proportional and  non-proportional loading. T he cyclic p lastic ity  
m odel for th e  anisotropic m ateria l is based on a  m odification of th e  bounding  surface 
m odel proposed by Dafalias and Popov (1976) for the  case of isotropic m aterials.
It is also observed th a t th e  p lastic s tra ins th a t develop in a  M M C are non- 
associative in nature . To account for this, a  non-associative flow ru le  is proposed 
here, based on definitions of th e  yield and a  com plim entary yield function , term ed 
as ‘constrained yield function’. A su itab le  k inem atic hardening rule is adopted  here.
Based on the  above observations th e  elastoplastic stiffness m atrix  is derived for 
th e  cyclic p lasticity  m odel. This m odel is im plem ented in a  com puter program  to 
generate  the  stress-strain  curves under different loading conditions. T hese curves are 
generated  along loading paths followed by N igam  e t al. (1993). P lastic  s tra in s  are 
obtained  and com pared to  those docum ented by Dvorak e t al. (1988) and  Nigam  et 
al. (1993). O ther sim ulated  loading conditions are applied to  the  proposed m odel 
and results are presented here, to  dem onstrate  th e  versatility  of th e  m odel under 
various loading conditions.
55
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4.2 Theoretical Development of the Constitutive Model
T h e descrip tion  of th e  elasto-plastic behavior of the  m etal m atrix  com posite, when 
trea ted  as a  continuum  is a  com plex task . T h e  fact th a t M M C is transversely  iso trop­
ic and  th e  presence of continuous fibers w ith their respective constra in ts, necessitates 
th e  usage of anisotropic hardening and  non-associative flow rules. T h e  form ulation 
proposed here describes first th e  elastic m odeling adopted, followed by th e  incorpo­
ra tion  of th e  experim entally  observed phenom ena in to  th e  cyclic p lastic ity  m odel.
4.3 Elastic Stiffness
T h e elastic behavior of th e  com posite m ateria l, trea ted  as a hom ogeneous continuum  
w ith  transversely isotropic properties is defined by W alpole (1981) and  is used here. 
T h e  linear constitu tive  relation is expressed as
crij = Cijki ek, (4.1)
where C  is th e  fourth  order elastic stiffness tensor re la ting  th e  sym m etric  second 
o rder tensors a  and  c of stress and stra in  respectively. For a  transversely  isotropic 
m ateria l the  fourth  order elastic stiffness tensor is given as outlined  by W alpole 
(1981).
4.3.1 Transverse Isotropy Stiffness Tensor
T h e first assum ption  is th a t all th e  directions perpendicular to  some u n it vector r\ 
are equivalent. T his is the  direction of th e  aligned continuous un id irectional fibers 
of th e  M M C.
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O ne can define two elem entary  second-order tensors, which m ay be identified as 
th e  idem po ten t p arts  th a t  decom pose th e  Kronecker d e lta  as follows,
Sij =  Xij +  yij (4.2)
w here
Xij  =  TjiVj (4.3)
Vij  =  - X i j  (4.4)
From  th e  definition of idem poten t tensors it follows th a t  th e  two second order tensors 
defined have th e  following properties.
x ikx kj  =  Xij  (4.5)
VikVkj =  Vij  (4 .6)
XijVkj =  0 (4.7)
T h e m ost general second-order tensor reflecting th e  transverse isotropy is defined by 
th e  construction
zn =  axij +  flyij (4 .8)
A set of six elem entary  fourth  order tensors are constructed  using various inde­
p enden t o u ter products of X{j and ytj. Four of these six tensors a re  presented  as 
id em p o ten t and diagonally sym m etric tensors when th e  fourth  order u n it tenso r is 
decom posed as follows,
I  =  E '  + E '  + E ^ + E* (4 .9)
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w here th e  tensors E i , E 2 , £ 3, £4 are given by,
E ijki =  \ v n v u  (4-10)
E ijki = x Hx ki (4.11)
Efjk, =  Vikyji + Vjkyu ~  VijVki) (4.12)
Efjki =  ̂ {VikXji +  VitXjk + VjiXik -  VijXki) (4.13)
Tw o m ore elem entary  tensors w ithout diagonal sym m etry  are constructed  as follows,
E tjki = x ijVki (4.14)
E tjki = VijVki (4-15)
4.3.1.1 General Fourth Order Transverse Isotropy Tensor
T h e general fourth order transverse isotropy tensor is constructed  here as a  linear 
com bination of th e  six elem entary  tensors defined above as follows,
L  =  c E l + d E 2 + e E 3 + f E 4 + g E 5 + h E 6 (4.16)
T h e constan ts c , d , e , f , g  and h are defined through appropriate  inner products of
th e  tensors by appropria te  contractions as shown below.
c = 2 E mmijIJijklE klnn (4.17)
d = E mmtj E ijkl E klnn (4.18)
e = ^ E mnijEijklE klmn (4.19)
f  = 2 E mnij Lijkl E £lmn (4.20)
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T he constan ts are  all positive, if L  is positive definite. T he o th er two rem aining 
constan ts are  derived as follows
9 — ^ E m m ijL i jk lE h ^  (4.21)
h =  (4.22)
Diagonal sym m etry  is essential for a  stiffness m atrix , and this condition is im posed 
by se ttin g  g =  h. An a lte rn a te  form  for L  when there  is diagonal sym m etry  is as 
follows,
Lijki =  — +  ^d. —^  uijUki +  c E ij ki +  f E f j kl (4.23)
where
tij =  Vij +  — x ^  (4.24)
c
Ujj =  Xij ~ 2/ij (4.25)
4 .3 .1 .2  E la s t ic  C o n s t i tu t iv e  M o d e l
For a  transversely  isotropic m edium  th e  elastic constants are related to  th e  constants 
derived above as follows,
c = 21< (4.26)
II
pj 




e = 2 m t (4.29)
f  = 2 p (4.30)
where and  K  is th e  plane-strain bulk m odulus, m* is th e  transverse shear m odulus, 
p  is th e  axial shear m odulus and E  and u are the Young’s M odulus and Poisson’s 
ra tio  respectively, when the  m aterial is loaded in th e  fiber direction.
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Hence th e  elastic  constitu tive stiffness tensor can be expressed in th e  following 
form,
where,
C i j k i  —  K t i j t k i  +  E U j l k i  +  2 m t E f i k i - f  2 p E f j k t  (4 -31)
t i j  —  rriij +  2 v l i j  (4 .3 2 )
l>j =  ViVj  (4 .3 3 )
m i j  =  Sij  -  T]iT]j (4 .3 4 )
E f j k , =  ^  [ m i k n i j i  +  r r i j k m u  -  (4 .3 5 )
E f j k i =  ^  [ m i k l j i  +  m u l j k  +  n i j i U k  +  (4 .3 6 )
4.3.1.3 Plane Strain Bulk Modulus
For a transversely  isotropic m ateria l th e  p lane-strain  bulk m odulus can be defined 
in te rm s of th e  o th er four elastic constants. I t is defined by im posing th e  following 
conditions on stress and  strain
<72 =  <73 (4 .3 7 )
c 2 =  C3 (4 .3 8 )
Cl =  0 (4 .3 9 )
S u b stitu tin g  th e  above conditions in th e  th ree  dim ensional strain-stress relations it 
can be shown th a t
K  =  ---------------E t E l---------------  ,4 4Q.
2 [ E L { \ - v 2Zy - E T { 2 v \ 2 )]
where
E t
1/23 =  2G 23 ~  1 ^ ‘4 1 ^
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From  th e  experim ental investigations of Dvorak e t al. (1988) th e  following m ateria l 
param eters  are used. Ea  =  E \  =  225.1 G P a, E t  =  E 2  =  161.7 G Pa, Ga  =  G 23 =  
58.0 G P a and ua =  Vn  =  0.247. From th is it can be shown th a t  1/23 =  0.394 and 
finally th e  p lane-strain  bulk m odulus can be derived to  be
I< =  155.7 G P a (4.42)
4 .4  P r o p o s e d  N o n  A s s o c ia tiv e  F lo w  R u le
T he prediction of p lastic  strains is one of th e  m ajo r hurdles in th is area of research, 
Dvorak (1993). It has been well established by now th a t th e  determ ination  of p lastic 
s trains, for any anisotropic m ateria l in general, and  an M M C in particu lar m ust 
adop t a  non-associative flow rule. Dvorak e t al. (1988) and  Nigam  e t al. (1993) have 
dem onstra ted  th is  experim entally  and have established th a t  th ere  is a  tendency for 
th e  d irection of p lastic  strains to  be m ore inclined tow ards th e  shear direction  in a 
com bined transverse tension-shear loading situation .
A nother significant observation is th a t  th ere  exists, to  a  large ex ten t, p lastic 
inextensibility  along th e  fiber direction.
P lastic  strains are in general defined in a  direction  norm al to  a  po ten tial function. 
In associative flow ru le where th e  p lastic s tra in s have been found to  be in a  direction 
norm al to  the  yield surface, the  potential function is chosen to  be the  yield surface 
itself. To account for th e  above factors, a  new plastic po ten tial function is proposed 
here, th e  form of which is based on the  proposed yield function b u t is quite different 
from it. T he n a tu re  of this po ten tial function is explained below. T his po ten tial 
function is also flexible enough to  accom m odate an associative flow rule if necessary.
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4.4.1 Proposed Potential Function
T h e evolution of p lastic  strains (e?-) using a  non-associative flow rule as outlined 
earlier is given as shown below,
4  =  A * L  (4.43,
where G  is th e  p lastic po ten tial function. T he poten tial function is defined la te r as 
a  function of the  yield function and the  constrained yield function.
4.4.1.1 Constrained Yield Function
A constrained yield function is defined such th a t it satisfies th e  condition of plastic 
inextensib ility  along th e  direction defined by 7 . This is accom plished by defining 
a  constrained function g  which is of the  functional form  of th e  yield function / .  
T h e  function g  is defined using the  fourth  order anisotropic yield tensor N  and a 
constrained stress te rm  r,j such th a t,
g = r ijN ijk im  -  1 (4.44)
T h e  constra in t th a t  is in troduced in th e  stress term  is th a t  th e  p lastic stra in  incre­
m ent is independent of the  com ponent of stress along a  specified direction ( defined
here by 7;) . Following the  procedure ou tlined by Spencer (1972) th e  constra in t is
incorporated  into the  stress term  as follows,
rij = aij -  T-yr/j (4.45)
where T'ti'fj is th e  reaction  to  an inextensibility constra in t along th e  direction 7 . 
Taking th e  inner p roduct on both  sides of equation (4.45) w ith 7 ,7 j one obtains,
T ij l i l i  =  OijHlj  “  T ' / i j j ' t a j  (4.46)
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For th e  determ ina tion  of th e  constant T , one can im pose th e  constra in t in the  stress 
term  r,j as follows
r i j l i l j  =  0 (4.47)
This equation physically signifies th a t along th e  d irection defined by 7 , the  con­
strained  stress te rm  r,_, is zero, hence vanishes.
S ubstitu ting  th is constra in t in equation (4.46) one obtains,
V ij l i l j  =  r 717J7,7j (4.48)
and using th e  condition 7,7 ; =  1 it can be shown th a t
T  =  <7,j7.'7j (4.49)
Hence one can expand equation (4.45) as follows,
rH =  °ij ~  (0V*7r7s )7.'7j (4.50)
For exam ple if 7  =  (1 ,0 ,0 ) , th a t is 71 =  1,72 =  0,73 =  0 th e  above equation it 
can be shown th a t r n  =  0
4.4.1.2 Potential Function
Using the  yield function /  and the function g  th a t have been defined above, the 
potential function G  is now defined as a  blend of the  two functions as follows,
G  =  w /  +  (1.0 - u ; ) 5 , 0 <  w <  1.0 (4.51)
Here u> can be described as a non-associativity param eter.
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C Yield Surface *f
g
11
Constrained Yield S u r fa c e ‘g ‘ 
with r\ = (1,0,0)
Figure 4.1: Illustration  of Non-Associative Flow Rule in crn  — a u  Space






Constrained Yield Surface ‘g ‘ 
with r| = (0,1,0)
F igure 4.2: Illustration  of N on-A ssociative Flow Rule in (T22 — a n  Space
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In order to  illu s tra te  th e  capability  of th is  po ten tial function th e  yield function 
is considered in th e  ( a n  — a ^ )  space. Assum ing th a t 7  =  (1,0,0) th en  /  and  g 
functions can be represented as shown in Fig. 4.1. Since 7  = (1 ,0 ,0 ), th is  im plies 
th a t  th e  fiber is along th e  1-direction and therefore th e  stress along th is  d irec tion  a n  
does not influence yielding. Hence in Fig. 4.1 th e  yield function /  represents yielding 
along b o th  axes w hereas th e  constrained yield function g is parallel to  th e  a n -ax is , 
physically representing th e  requirem ent th a t  a n  does not influence yielding.
T h e  u n it norm als to  these functions , which are also shown in Fig. 4.1, can be 
expressed in tensor form  as follows,
/ « & »  <4-52>
<  =  <4 -53>
w here n{j and n -  represent the  norm ality  to  th e  two surfaces represented by /  and 
g  respectively.
T he non-associativity  of th e  flow rule is bu ilt in to  the  definition of th e  po ten tia l 
function through the  factor u>. Based on th e  flow rule, one can define a  second order 
tensor representing th e  direction of plastic strains as follows.
riij = un{j +  (1.0 -w )n ? -  (4.54)
T h e  experim ental evidence (N igam  e t al. (1993)) shows th a t th e  p lastic  s tra in s  are 
predom inantly  along th e  shear direction. This observation can be incorporated  into 
th e  flow rule by using a  value of u  between 0.0 and 1.0. A value of w =  1.0 gives a 
purely  associative flow rule. Using a  value of lo =  0.0 would result in th e  usage of 
only th e  function g  in equation (4.43). A functional expression could be determ ined
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for w. For th is  case it can be easily shown th a t  th e  plastic strains along th e  direction 
defined by 7  are zero. In the  (cru — 021) space in the  local coordinate axes one thus 
ob ta ins stra in s only along the  shear direction.
Sim ilarly for loading cases in th e  (022 — &12) space, one can choose 7  =  (0,1,0). 
T h is enables one to  control th e  direction of p lastic strains in th is space and hence one 
can incorporate  th e  non-associativity of th e  flow rule in this stress-space. T his is il­
lu s tra ted  in Fig. 4.2. T he factor u  can be ad justed  to  su it experim entally  determ ined  
values of th e  plastic s tra in . C onstrain ts in m ultip le  directions can sim ultaneously  be 




w here L = a  = cr'ijTiij, is the  projection of th e  stress ra te  o\j on n tJ and 0  >  0 ( for 
p lastic  loading after yielding). H  is the  plastic m odulus. A detailed  descrip tion of 
th e  determ ination  of th e  plastic m odulus for th e  anisotropic m ateria l is given la te r 
in th is chapter.
4.5 Hardening Rule
To determ ine the shape and  location of subsequent yield surfaces as load ing/unloading  
progresses, th e  hardening param eter is in troduced in th e  yield function. From  th e  
experim ental d a ta  of Dvorak e t al. (1988) it has been dem onstrated  th a t th e  pre­
dom inan t form of hardening is k inem atic hardening. Also no significant d isto rtion  
of the  shape of the  yield surface has been reported . Using these observations as the  
basis for form ulating th e  hardening rule, it  is proposed to  use here a  purely  k inem atic
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hardening  rule of th e  Phillips type. It is assum ed th a t there  is no significant change 
in th e  size of th e  in itia l yield surface. Hence th e  effect of ‘proportional hardening’ - 
which accounts for different expansion of th e  yield surface in different directions - is 
ignored.
T h e  k inem atic hardening is accounted for, by m odifying the  form of th e  yield 
surface as follows.
/  =  (c’u  ~  <Xij)Nijki(crki -  otkt) -  1.0 (4.57)
T h e  evolution equation for th e  k inem atic hardening rule based on th e  Phillips rule 
can be expressed as follows.
otij = fi&ij (4.58)
T h e  above equation  can be rew ritten  in th e  following form as follows,
=  W ^W hj  (4-59)
where
Uj =  daij/\\dcrr,\\ (4.60)
defines th e  u n it tensor along the  direction of loading. T he norm  of d ,j , | |d r.,||, is 
found from  th e  consistency condition as follows.
9 1  ^  =  0 (4.61)d a  ij d a tJ
For finite increm ents of loading and ra te  independent p lasticity  the constitu tive re­
lationships can be ob tained by first expressing A / ,  such th a t,
A /  =  f { a  +  A a, a  +  Ac*) -  f ( a ,  a )  =  0
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E xpanding  th e  above equation one obtains
+  A v i j  — Q i j  — A  aij)(<Tki  +  A c t* / — Qki —  A c**/)
— N i j k i ( ( T i j  —  Q i j ) { ( T k i  —  a k i )  - 1  =  0 (4.62)
S u b stitu tin g  for A a ,j  from  equation  (4.59), as it  is ra te  independent, it can be shown
th a t  | |A a r, || can be solved from the  quadratic  equation
a ||A a „ | | 2 -  6||A a r i || + c  =  0 (4.63)
where th e  constan ts a , 6 and c can be shown to  be,
b =  Nijkl{(7ijlkl + (TklUj) +  Nijkl (A<7ijlkl +  hjAcrki) +  (4.64)
Nijki(aijlki + Ujctki) 
a  =  Nijkihjlki (4.65)
c =  Nijki(crijAcrki +  Ao-.jcrjt/) +  (4.66)
Nijki(Acr{jAcrki) -  Nijki(A(TijQki +  otijAcru)
O nce th e  m agn itude of | |A a r4|| is found, then  th e  evolution of the  backstress for the  
yield surface is ob tained  and u p d a ted  as follows.
=  a y '  +  A a y  (4.67)
4.6 Cyclic P lasticity  M odel
T h e proposed p lasticity  m odel is further developed to  m odel th e  behavior of the  
com posite m ateria l under cyclic loading situations. To account for th e  num erous 
effects observed regarding the behavior of the  m ateria l in th is s ituation , a  modified 
form  of th e  bounding surface m odel is used. T he original form of th e  bounding
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surface m odel was proposed by Dafalias and  Popov (1976), wherein a  scalar plastic 
m odulus was determ ined  based on certain  param eters. T he determ ination  of the  
p lastic  m odulus H  is th e  prim ary  aim  of th is  section.
4.6.1 P lastic M odulus for Isotropic M aterials
For in itially  isotropic m ateria ls th e  plastic m odulus is usually expressed in functional 
form as follows,
H  =  H m[l + g{6in) . f ( 6 in,6)] (4.68)
w here and 8 are th e  proxim ity  param eters and  H '  is th e  asym pto tic  value of the  
p lastic  m odulus. Various functional forms for g(8in) and /(£ ,„ , 8) have been proposed 
by Dafalias and  Popov (1976) and McDowell (1989). Voyiadjis and  Sivakum ar(1992), 
Sivakum ar(1993) proposed a  m ore general form  for th is  expression as follows,
H  = H - [ l + g ( 8 in,<;).f(8in,6)} (4.69)
w here th e  ex tra  te rm  £ is a  param eter in troduced by the  above au thors, to blend the 
P h illip s’s deviatoric stress ra te  direction rule for the  m otion of yield surfaces , when 
th e  yield and th e  bounding surfaces are away from each o ther and the Tseng-Lee 
(1983) rule for nesting  of yield surfaces , when th e  two surfaces are closer to  each 
o ther.
For isotropic m ateria ls, th e  functional form  of th e  p lastic m odulus as defined by 
Dafalias and Popov (1976) is of th e  form
H  = H* +  h6/(8in — 8) (4.70)
In th e  above equation , H* is th e  asym pto tic  value of th e  plastic m odulus, h  is a 
positive shape p aram ete r and 8{n is the  in itia l value of th e  d istance between th e  yield
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and th e  bounding surfaces when plastic behavior begins in th e  loading direction. For 
isotropic m ateria ls , th e  values of th e  th ree param eters H mJi and 6,„ are independent 
of b o th  th e  location of th e  curren t stress point on th e  yield surface, and  th e  loading 
along any d irection . T h is is not th e  case for anisotropic m aterials.
4.6.2 Proposed P lastic M odulus
M ost of th e  m odels m entioned above have been developed for in itially  isotropic m a­
terials, although anisotropy is induced due to  p lastic s tra ins subsequently.
In such cases it is assum ed th a t  bo th  H m and  5,n rem ain  th e  sam e along any 
direction (a t any point on the  yield surface). However for initially  anisotropic or 
o rtho trop ic m ateria ls  th e  asym ptotic value of th e  p lastic m odulus H * need not and in 
m ost cases will no t be th e  sam e for all points on th e  yield surface. For m ateria ls where 
we assum e th e  behavior in tension and com pression to  be sim ilar, it is reasonable to  
assum e th a t a t m irro r im age points of the yield surface , th is asym pto tic  value of the  
p lastic m odulus is th e  sam e.
In Fig. 4.3, which shows the  yield and th e  bounding surfaces in th e  (cr22 — 
a j2) stress space, points A  and B  are the  locations of th e  stress points for initial 
yielding for loading in th e  <r22 and a n  respectively. From  th e  two uniaxial stress- 
stra in  behaviors, it is observed th a t th e  p lastic m odulus and hence th e  values of the  
th ree  param eters th a t are required to  determ ine th e  p lastic m odulus, are different.
In order to  incorporate  th e  above phenom enon, a  m a trix /ten so r form  of H  should 
be used to  provide for a  selection of th e  hardening param eters corresponding to  the 
type of loading th a t  th e  com posite is subjected  to. On th e  o ther hand the  form of 
equation (4.69) th a t is adopted for th e  determ ination  of th e  p lastic m odulus is scalar 
and has th ree  param eters  th a t  are scalar in nature .
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c l 5 Subsequent Yield Surface
Subsequent Bounding Surface
Initial Yield Surface
Figure 4.3: Illustration  to  Explain P lastic  M odulus D eterm ination  for an  A nisotropic 
M aterial
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In th is work th e  following form  is proposed for th e  determ ination  of the  param ­
eters, while m ain tain ing  the  scalar natu re . Consider th e  anisotropic yield surface 
proposed here in th e  (<722 — o 12) stress subspace. It can be represented as an ellipse 
as shown in Fig. 4.4. O ne can assum e th e  general location of the  yield surface as 
shown. T he location of a  general stress point <7 when yielding occurs is - represented 
by point C as shown in Fig. 4.4. T he cen ter of th e  yield surface is given by the 
backstress tensor a .  T h e  location of the  stress point a  w ith respect to  th e  cen ter of 
th e  yield surface is given by (<r — a ) .  T he d istance of C  from  th e  center of the  yield 
surface is then  given by
T =  y j (ct.-j -  a ij)(£r,i  -  Q.j) (4.71)
A u n it tensor along this d irection can be w ritten  as follows,
A «  =  (an  -  a i:) /V  (4.72)
4.6.2.1 Scalar Form of P lastic M odulus Param eters
As m entioned earlier th e  observed values of th e  param eters involved in th e  determ i­
nation  of th e  p lastic m odulus are different along different loading directions. This
could be achieved by using th e  following form  of second order tensors 6 hij  and 
/ /* .  These are then  converted to  a  scalar valued form by taking the  inner product 
of these  tensors w ith  a  directional, u n it second order tensor pij and representing the 
result as follows.
H '  = WjPii (4.73)
h  = hijPij (4.74)
6in = ij P'i (4.75)
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T h e plastic m odulus can then  be expressed as follows,
H  =  H - + hS/{6in - S )  (4.76)
where 6 is th e  d istance between th e  stress point on th e  yield surface and th e  im age 
poin t on th e  bounding surface. T h is will be elaborated  upon in a  subsequent section.
Two possible choices for p.y are proposed here and th e  option of using e ith e r one 
depends stric tly  on th e  observed physical behavior.
4.6.2.2 Choice of =  Ay
T his choice of pij essentially  sta tes  th a t  th e  values of th e  param eters are  dependent 
on th e  d istance of th e  location of th e  stress point on th e  yield surface from  its  center. 
T h is could be expressed as follows.
H  = H( T)  (4.77)
It ensures th a t th e  value of th e  param eters along th e  axial directions assum e the  
respective values. A t in term ed iate  points it is obtained through in terpolation . Al­
though these conditions are satisfied, som etim es this is no t a  very app ropria te  choice, 
especially under non-proportional loading. As shown in Fig. 4.4, if th e  com posite is 
first loaded uniaxially along the  1722 direction into th e  p lastic range, th e  only non­
zero term  of A i s  A 22 =  1.0. This ensures th a t the  th ree  values of th e  param eters 
chosen are those corresponding to  those for uniaxial loading along th is d irection. 
If th e  m ateria l is then  loaded along th e  021 direction, th e  values of th e  param eters 
chosen would be close to  th e  values th a t existed for th e  previous loading, since the  
subsequent location of th e  point on th e  yield surface is close to  the previous point. 
However for loading along th e  shear direction it would be m ore reasonable for the
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param eters to  assum e those values corresponding to  th e  shear d irection. Hence th is 
choice, which has been tried  first in this m odel and found unsuitab le  for th e  above 
loading condition is no t an appropria te  choice.
4.6.2.3 Choice o f p̂  =  /t;-
Since Uj is th e  u n it tensor along th e  loading direction th e  choice of =  /,j would 
essentially  ensure th a t th e  values of th e  param eters chosen are dependent on the  
d irection  of loading. T h is choice is adopted  here in th e  proposed m odel, since it has 
been found to  be  m ore suitable. T his m odel is also open for adoption of any o ther 
su itab le  choices of p,j.
4.6 .3  D eterm ination o f Bounding Surface
T he in itia l bounding surface used here is an identical expansion of th e  in itia l yield 
surface. T h e  determ ination  of th e  bounding surface param eters closely follows the  
m ethod  adopted  for th e  determ ination  of the  yield surface param eters. T he in itia l 
bounding stresses in th e  different directions are determ ined from  th e  experim ental 
d a ta . T his is done by determ ining  th e  stress-in tercept of the  bound lines a t the  
zero p lastic s tra in  level, in th e  stress-plastic strain  curve, as shown in Fig. 4.4. T he 
bound line is defined as th e  tangen t to  th e  asym pto te of th e  stress-plastic strain  
curve. T he in itial bounding stresses are thus derived from th e  stress-plastic s tra in  
curves in different spaces. T he bounding surface is expressed as
f h t f j J i i & M  = o (4.78)
where is the  im age point on th e  bounding surface and /?,_,• is its center.





F igure 4.4: Loading P a th  to  Illustra te  A ppropriateness of th e  Choice of /?,j
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T h e im age point is defined as the  point on th e  bounding surface corresponding 
to  th e  stress point on th e  yield surface w ith a  un it norm al parallel to  th a t on the  
yield surface. This can be defined in different ways, depending on type  of evolution 
law adop ted .T he bounding surface param eters a  and 6 are expressed as,






kA 0 kfi (4.80)
T h e  values of fc,(i=1..6) are com puted from experim ental d a ta  along th e  respective 
axial directions. T he in itial yield and the  in itial bounding surfaces are assum ed to 
be congruent. This is to  ensure th a t the  norm als a t th e  stress point on the  yield 
surface and th e  im age point on the  bounding surface correspond to  each o ther. For 
exam ple, a  uniaxial s ta te  of stress would correspond to  th e  sam e uniaxial s ta te  of 
stress on th e  bounding surface.
T h e  m otion of the  bounding surface is assum ed to  be dependent on th e  m otion of 
yield surface and constrained such th a t  when th e  two surfaces in tersect, they do so 
tangentially. This condition is utilized in the  determ ination  of the  im age point on the  
bounding surface from th e  s ta te  of stress on the  yield surface. M athem atically  this
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is ensured if th e  norm als to  the  two surfaces a t the  respective points are identical. 
Given th e  s ta te  of stress on the  yield surface one can find th e  norm al to  it, n £ , and 
using th is value one can locate th e  im age point on th e  bounding surface by solving a 
set of non-linear algebraic equations - using th e  N ewton-Raphson technique. T h is is 
done as follows. Given th e  s ta te  of stress on th e  yield surface one can com pute th e  
norm al as shown earlier. Since the  norm als to  th e  two surfaces are th e  sam e, one 
can set n b-  =  njj.  We can express n bj in term s of th e  bounding surface param eters 
and im age point stress values. It can be expressed in functional form  as follows.
f ) f b f ) f b
4  =  ^ / l l ^ - l l  (4 .8 !)
All b u t one of th e  equations represented by n bj  which are non-linear functions of 
th e  im age point of stress on the  bounding surface, are used along w ith th e  bounding 
surface equation ( which is also a  non-linear function of stresses). All th e  equations 
for n bj  cannot be used because they  are in terre lated  by the  constra in t expression 
=  L
4.6.4 Backstress for the Bounding Surface
T he evolution of th e  center of th e  bounding surface in the  stress space as loading 
continues is re la ted  to  the  evolution of th e  backstress for th e  yield surface as well the  
relative d istance between th e  stress point and th e  im age point. As given in Dafalias 
and Popov (1976) it can be expressed as follows,
k  =  - 1 ^ 7 ^  (4-82)
\  n  J  p k in k i
where
Hij =  (<7,j — ( T . j V I K ,  — crra|| ( 4 .8 3 )
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Here a m odified form  of th e  above equation is used. T h e  new proposed anisotropic 
p lastic m odulus is used along w ith th e  un it norm al to  th e  original yield surface for 
n[- as follows for th is  com putation ,
f a  =  2 ^ 1 * 1  (4.84)V H J  l*klTlJkl
As th e  two surfaces touch each o th er /xy =  0 and  hence /?,_,■ =  d ,j for all subsequent 
loadings. From  th is increm ent, th e  to ta l backstress for th e  bounding surface is then  
com puted.
In th e  d e term ina tion  of th e  p lastic m odulus H ,  th e  controlling param eter ‘<5’, 
which represents th e  scalar d istance betw een th e  stress point on th e  yield surface 
and  th e  corresponding im age point on th e  bounding surface, is then  obtained from 
th e  form ula
6 =  N /O ^ -O V  s ) ( ^ s ~(Trs) (4.85)
4.6.5 D eterm ination o f the P lastic M odulus Param eters
T his section presents th e  m ethod for th e  evaluation of the  param eters required for 
the  determ ination  of th e  p lastic m odulus. T his is based on the  m ethod outlined in 
Dafalias (1975) and  Dafalias and Popov (1976) and  is briefly described below.
Using th e  two surface theory ( th a t  is th e  yield and th e  bounding surface ) the  
p lastic m odulus is expressed as shown in equation  (4.70). In Fig. 4.4 th e  x-axis
representing th e  p lastic  stra in  is shifted to  th e  point where p lastic strains begin to
develop as shown. For this new set of axes th e  following equation  can be w ritten ,
I P  = HZ + h6 /(6 i n - 6 ) (4.86)
da
=  3 ?  ^
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h - th e  shape p aram eter is found by solving th e  above differential equation  w ith the  
in itia l condition a  =  0, ep =  0. L etting  z  =  6{n — S th e  above equation can be solved 
and  expressed in th e  following form
r  — 6inln ( z ) =  h tp +  C\  (4.88)
A pplying th e  in itia l condition th e  constan t C\ can be shown to  be
Cl  =  Sin[l -  /!*($,■„)] (4.89)
On su b stitu tin g  equation  (4.89) into (4.88) and rearranging it can be shown th a t
(4.90)h  =  +ep t v 6„
Any reasonable po int on th e  a  — ep curve is chosen to  evaluate h. Dafalias (1975) 
suggests th e  selection of this point in th e  range of ^  <  j -  <
4 .7  E la s to - P la s t ic  S tif fn e s s  M a t r ix
In order to  determ ine th e  elasto-plastic m atrix  for th e  unidirectionally  oriented MMC 
lam ina, one has to  incorporate  all th e  procedures outlined  above. Sm all deform ations 
and ra te  independence of plastic s trains is assum ed. This allows one to  use an additive 
decom position of th e  increm ental s tra in  tensor de,j such th a t,
dtij =  de\j +  de'-j (4.91)
where is the  elastic p a rt and de"j is the  plastic p a rt of th e  stra in  tensor. T he
increm ental stress-stra in  relations can be expressed as follows.
daij =  Cijkidtk[ (4.92)
=  Cijki(deki -  dekl) (4.93)
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Using equation (4.56) for the  p lastic stra in  p a rt one can w rite  th e  above equation as 
follows,
doij = C{jki(deki -  ~ ^ n ki) (4.94)
Equation  (4.94) m ay also be expressed as follows,
Pij = Cijkl^kl CijklTlklO'/H (4.95)
Taking th e  inner product of bo th  sides w ith one obtains,
dijTiij = CijkiTiijiki -  CijkitiijTikicr/ H  (4.96)
=  cr (4.97)
or,
i  ( l  +  Ci* ' " ” ,lM)  =  C uk,n , j iu  (4.98)
From  th e  above equation one can express & as follows.
*  =  H+lPn'k H ( 4 ' 9 9 )
Hence the  expression for plastic s trains using equation  (4.56) can be w ritten  explicitly
as follows.
j  "  C abcd^abdC cd  . m n \
r  n n (4 -10°)Jj. * t  L/pqraU pqft 'r a




deki ~  Tj . n --------------n ki
** "r 'Spqra'ftpq'ft'rs
(4.101)
s y  j  CijklCabcd’Hab’R'kldtcd , ,  1rir,\Cijkidek, -  - - - - - —  (4-102)
11 “  '^pqr8llpqlt'r8
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In terchanging th e  indices k l  w ith cd in th e  second term  of th e  above equation  one 
obtains,
. J  CijcdCabklllabTlcddCkl . . irio\
dan  =  Cijk,dek, -  — — -—  (4.103)
t i  *T C- 'p q r s ^ p q ^ r s
T h e  increm ental co nstitu tive  relations can be w ritten  as,
dcrij = D?jkldekt (4.104)
where D f£ t is th e  elasto-plastic stiffness of the m ateria l and is expressed as follows.
r \E P  _  n  CijcdTlcdCabkl^ab , t
D ijkl = CW - H  + C  n n  (4,1° 5)i /pqralt,pqllT3
4 .8  N u m e r ic a l  S im u la t io n  fo r  S t r e s s -S t r a in  C u rv e s
T h e  above m odel has been built in to  a  com puter program  M C -P L A S T , for the  
generation of stress-stra in  curves. Inpu t includes th e  elastic constants of th e  m ateria l, 
th e  in itial yield and  bounding surface param eters, th e  values of th e  p lastic m odulus 
constan ts and  th e  non-associativity  param eter u>. T his program  also reads in a 
sequence of loading in increm ental form to be applied and  o u tp u ts  stresses, s tra ins 
and  plastic s tra in s a t th e  end of each increm ent.
In order to  exhib it the  validity of th e  proposed m odel, the  m odel here is com pared 
w ith results ob tained  from  th e  experim ental d a ta  of Dvorak et al. (1988) and Nigam 
e t al. (1993). T he param eters and constants have been determ ined  from these 
experim ental d a ta . T he experim ents are perform ed using boron-alum inum  tu b u la r 
com posite specim ens having unidirectional lam ina. T he fibers are aligned along the  
d irection of th e  axis of th e  tube.
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U nder plane stress conditions, the  com ponent form  of th e  yield surface equation 
(3.15) reduces to  th e  following form.
2 2
g ^ i ^ n  +  ^ 22) “  g ( o - 22) (4.106)
+  jj(^1^2 +  k\)&\2 — 1 =  0
4.8.1 Initial Yield Stress Param eters
From  th e  experim ental d a ta  presented by Nigam e t al. (1993), th e  following values of 
in itia l yield stresses are obtained, crj  ̂ =  160.0 M Pa, — 45.0 M P a and  =  25.0 
M Pa. Using these d a ta  th e  following values of A*i,&2 and k4 for th e  in itial yield 
surface are com puted as k\ =  0.0133, &2 =  0.0471, k4 =  0.0421.
4.8.2 Initial Bounding Stress Param eters
N um erous stress-plastic s tra in  d a ta  have been presented in th e  pap er by Nigam  et 
al. (1993) in tab u lar and pictorial form. Based on th is d a ta  th e  following values 
for th e  bounding surface have been evaluated as the  stress in tercep t a t  zero plastic 
s tra in , er^ =  196.0 M Pa, cr̂ 2 =  91.5 M Pa and <r21 =  34.0 M Pa. T h is results in 
th e  com puted values of th e  in itial bounding surface param eters of ki =  0.0108, k'2  = 
0.0232 and k4 =  0.0323, based on th e  procedure outlined in chap ter 3. T h e  values for 
&3, k5 and kG are not needed here and have been taken to  be zero. However in order 
to  m ake th e  in itial yield and bounding surface congruent, a  value of ki =  0.0065 is 
chosen and k4 is m odified to  k4 =  0.0338. T his does not effect th e  outcom e of results 
of th is m odel because th is m odification affects th e  elastic or p lastic behavior of the 
com posite in th e  fiber direction. However for th e  MMC since a  relatively  high value 
of th e  yield stress in th e  fiber d irection is observed th a t it relatively ensures p lastic
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inex tensib ility  in th e  fiber d irection. T he p lastic strains observed in th is direction 
are qu ite  insignificant com pared to  th e  o ther two directions, hence they  are  ignored.
4.8.3 P lastic M odulus Param eters
T h e p lastic m odulus p aram eter and  H°j are determ ined  in th is section. For the  
loading directions considered, these param eters are evaluated only for th e  longitudi­
nal and  transverse directions as well as the  in plane shear d irection.
From  th e  d a ta  in th e  021 ~  curve the  asym pto te in tersection  w ith th e  stress 
axis gives th e  following data .
•  Sin =  17 M Pa
•  #21 =  4000 M Pa
From  an appropria te  d a ta  point on th e  curve, chosen here a t (a  — e") =  (3.5 M P a,500 
x  10-6 ), keeping in m ind th a t  th e  stress value is based on th e  new shifted origin. 
T h e  p aram eter h^\ is thus com puted as follows from  equation (4.90)
2 - 1 6 ]„nnn 3 3 - 1 6 . 5  17
h 21 =  4000 — —  --------——-  — ——------ ——r / n
500 x 10-6  500 x 10-6
1 + (4 .1 0 7 )
17
=  3 6 1 7 5 A /P a  (4 .1 0 8 )
In a  sim ilar m anner th e  following values have been derived for the  o th er directions. 
H'n  =  1600000 M P a , /J2*2 =  12000 M P a and H{2 =  4000 M Pa. T h e  values of the  
p aram eter hij are chosen as follows h u  =  9650000, /t22 =  90000 and 1 =  40000 
M P a respectively. T h e  rem aining values of this tensor are assum ed to  be zero.
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A num ber of loading situations - bo th  actual and sim ulated - are presented here in 
o rder to  show th e  validity and  th e  stab ility  of th e  m odel. T h e  loading p a th  used by 
N igam  e t al. (1993) and shown in Table 4.1 is used for com parison.
In order to  incorporate th e  non-associativity of the  flow rule th a t is built in to  the  
m odel, th e  value of u? is chosen to  be w =  0.5.
Fig. 4.5 shows th e  com parison between experim entally  obtained  and m odel gen­
e ra ted  <722 — £22W curves and Fig. 4.6 shows th e  sam e for cr2i — 2t[2. From the  
com parison of th e  experim ental results of Dvorak e t al. (1988) and N igam  e t al. 
(1993) and th e  m odel generated  stress-strain  curves, a  reasonably good correlation 
is observed. In Figs. 4.5 & 4.6 the  prediction of plastic s tra ins for the  case of un i­
axial loading and  unloading in th e  <722 direction ( loading p a th  1-2,2-3 ) is good, as 
com pared w ith th e  experim ental results. For reloading along a  m ulti-axial p a th  4-5, 
w here load is applied  sim ultaneously along th e  <722 and <721 directions, th e  m odel is 
able to  successfully predict th e  onset of yielding, and the  to ta l m agnitude of p lastic 
strains.
T h e  tendency for ra tchetting  to  occur for cyclic loading, for 5 cycles of loading 
p a th  12-13-14-15-16-17 is also observed in th e  proposed m odel. However th e  tendency 
to  stabilize has been different for the  experim ental and m odel predicted results. This 
is because a  d rastic  degradation of elastic behavior is observed in the  experim ental 
results. For th e  results of th e  experim ental behavior the  readers are  referred to  the  
paper by Nigam e t al.(1993).
A nother im p o rtan t feature th a t has been proposed here and used successfully 
is th e  non-associative flow rule for th e  prediction of p lastic strains. In order to
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dem o n stra te  th a t  one m u st adopt a  non-associative flow rule. T h e  m odel is run  
w ith  th e  sam e loading s itua tion , b u t w ith u  =  1.0, which results in the  usage of an 
associated flow rule. Figs. 4.7 & 4.8 show th e  com parison of m odel and experim ental 
results for th is case. For a  pure associative flow rule (w =  1.0) it is seen th a t 
p lastic  s tra ins e22 have been over predicted . A factor of w =  0.5 which incorporated  
non-associativity  into th e  m odel is successfully used to  predict th e  p lastic  strains 
reasonably well in th is d irection.
A num ber of sim ulated cyclic loading situations are investigated usingthis model. 
T hey  are uniaxial cyclic loading in th e  < 722 and 012 directions and also rad ial cyclic 
loading in th e  (022 — <712) space. Figs. 4.9 & 4.10 show th e  sim ulated m odel predicted 
response under uniaxial cyclic loading in the  022 and 021 directions respectively. 
R a tch e ttin g  behavior under constan t m ean stress is observed. Fig. 4.11 shows th e  
sam e for radial cyclic loading in th e  (022 — ^ 21) stress space. I t is observed th a t 
th e  m odel is able to  p red ic t different behavior in different stress spaces during th e  
loading process.
4.10 Comparison w ith O ther Proposed M odels
T h e p lastic strains predicted  by the  proposed model are also been com pared w ith 
those pred ic ted  by two m icrom echanical models, nam ely the  Periodic Hexagonal 
A rray (PH A ) m odel developed by Dvorak and Teply (1985) and th e  self-consistent 
schem e of Hill (1965) and B udiansky (1965) using the M ori-Tanaka averaging scheme 
for th e  evaluation of th e  concentration factors by Lagoudas e t al. (1991). T h e  d a ta  for 
th e  self-consistent and th e  PH A  m odel have been taken from th e  paper by Lagoudas 
e t al. (1991).
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T his com parison has been m ade in Fig. 4.5, which show the com parison of the  
shear stress-plastic shear s tra in  curves generated  by th e  m odels along w ith those from 
th e  experim ental da ta . It is seen th a t  while th e  M ori-Tanaka and th e  PH A  m odel 
resu lts underpredict th e  p lastic strains, th e  proposed m odel using the  non-associative 
flow rule gives a  b e tte r prediction. In the  transverse direction as shown in Fig. 4.6, 
th e  PH A  and th e  proposed m odel predict th e  p lastic strains fairly well whereas the  
M ori-Tanaka m odel underpredicts here also. T h e  PH A  and  the  M ori-Tanaka m odel 
results are not shown here to  avoid congestion.
4.11 Conclusions
T his proposed continuum  m odel for th e  elasto-plastic behavior of an  M M C has been 
ab le to  successfully cap tu re  and m odel certain  trends and characteristics th a t have 
been observed experim entally. P rim arily  they  are, the  usage of a  proposed non- 
associative flow rule to  predict p lastic strains, incorporation of th e  fiber-direction 
plastic  inextensibility  criterion, the  usage of a  proposed criterion for evaluating  the  
p lastic  m odulus and its incorporation into th e  cyclic p lastic ity  model. C om parison 
w ith experim ental d a ta  show reasonably good correlation and certain sim ulated  cyclic 
loading situations dem onstrate  ra tchetting  behavior. One feature th a t is observed in 
th e  experim ental results, nam ely the  degradation of elastic constants, has however 
no t been incorporated  here as it has been found to  be very difficult to  m easure them .
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Table 4.1: Actual Loading Sequence in 022  — V 12 Space (Nigam et al.(1993))
Point 022 
( M P a )
<7i2




























g— q Experimental - Nigam et al. (1993)
 Mori-Tanaka Model
- - -  PHA Model
—  Model Generated Curves (©=0.5)
28 21
0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0.0040
Figure 4.5: Shear S tress-P lastic S train  Com parison for Non-Associative Flow Rule
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150.0
Experimental - Nigam e t al. (1993) 
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Figure 4.6: Transverse S tress-P lastic S train C om parison for Non-Associative Flow
Rule
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Figure 4.7: Shear S tress-P lastic S train  Com parison for Associative Flow Rule
Experimental - Nigam e ta l .  (1993) 
Model G enera ted  C urves ( to=l .0 )
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Experimental - Nigam et al. (1993) 





Figure 4.8: Transverse S tress-P lastic S train Curve Com parison for E xperim ental and 
Model G enerated  R esults, Using Associative Flow Rule
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Figure 4.9: S tress-S train  - S im ulated  Uniaxial Cyclic Loading of <722 Stress
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Figure 4.10: S tress-P lastic S tra in  - S im ulated  U niaxial Cyclic Loading for Shear 
Stress Only
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Figure 4.11: S tress-P lastic S tra in  - S im ulated Radial Stress Loading in <722 — ° 2i 
Space
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Chapter 5
Damage-Plasticity Models for MMC’S
5.1 Introduction
A cyclic dam age-plasticity  m odel is proposed here for m odeling th e  behavior of M etal- 
M atrix  Com posites (M M C ’s) under th e  behavior of cyclic m ulti-axial loading situ ­
ations. T h e  dam age theory  proposed by Voyiadjis and  P ark  (1995) for m onotonic 
loading is m odified and ex tended  here to  incorporate th e  cyclic dam age behavior cou­
pled together w ith th e  cyclic p lasticity  m odel. Two different approaches to  m odel the  
dam age behavior are presented here and  results are presented for bo th  cases. T he 
first approach is a  ‘continuum -dam age’ m odel and the  o th er is a  ‘m icrom echanical- 
dam age’ m odel. T he effective stress concept of Kachanov (1958) is used in a  general­
ized form here to  quantify  the  dam age in th e  m ateria l. Com parisons are m ade w ith 
experim ental d a ta  in order for cyclic loading situations. O th er results depicting the  
evolution of dam age under cyclic loading are also presented.
5.2 Description of Proposed D am age M odels
In this work the  m etal m atrix  com posite is assum ed to  consist of an  elasto-plastic 
m atrix  w ith  continuous aligned uni-d irectional elastic fibers. T he com posite system  
is restric ted  to  sm all deform ations w ith  sm all strains. Two different approaches to  
model th e  dam age behavior is p resented here in this work.
96
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In b o th  these approaches th e  effective configuration is defined as a  fictitious s ta te  
w ith  all dam age rem oved, and th e  dam aged configuration is th e  ac tu a l s ta te  of the  
m ateria l.
In th e  first approach th e  M M C is m odeled using a  ‘C ontinuum  D am age’ m od­
el, w herein th e  M M C is trea ted  as a  continuum  . T he elasto-plastic behavior of 
th e  continuum  is m odeled using th e  cyclic p lastic ity  m odel described in  chap te r 4, 
applied  to  th e  effective continuum  m ateria l and  the  dam age transform ation  of th is 
fictitious undam aged continuum  to  the  dam aged configuration is then  ob tained  using 
th e  dam age m odel. T he dam aged configuration is term ed as C  whereas th e  fictitious 
undam aged configuration is term ed  as C .  Fig.5.1 shows th e  steps involved in th is 
developm ent.
In th e  second approach th e  M M C is trea ted  as a  m icrom echanical com bination 
of an ‘in -s itu ’ p lastic  m atrix  and  an elastic fiber. It is assum ed th a t  th e  in-situ 
behavior of th e  m atrix  m ateria l in th e  presence of th e  dense fibers is different from 
w hat it would be in  th e  absence of fibers. H ere only the in situ  p lastic ity  behavior 
of th e  m atrix  is characterized by th e  continuum  cyclic-plasticity-com posite m odel 
proposed in  chap te r 4. T he in itial undam aged and  undeform ed configuration of th e  
com posite m ateria l is denoted by C 0, and  th e  dam aged and deform ed configuration 
afte r th e  body is subjected  to  a  set of ex ternal agencies, is denoted by C .  T he 
fictitious configuration, C ,  of th e  com posite system  is ob tained from C  by rem oving 
all th e  dam age. C  is term ed as th e  effective configuration which is based on th e  
effective stress concept (K achanov,1958). T he sub configurations of C  of th e  m atrix  
and  fibers are denoted  by C m and respectively.









Figure 5.1: Schem atic D iagram  D epicting the  M icrom echanical Model
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All quan tities  based on the fictitious configuration C  are denoted by a  superposed 
b ar and th e  fiber and  m atrix  related  quantities are denoted by a  superscrip t m  or / ,  
respectively.
5.2.1 Local-Overall Relations
In th e  effective undam aged configuration the  effective Cauchy stress ra te  a  is re­
la ted  to  th e  local effective Cauchy stress ra tes a m and  a* of th e  m atrix  and  fiber 
respectively by m aking use of the  m icrom echanical m odel proposed by Dvorak and 
B ahei-el-D in (1987) such th a t,
a  =  +  c! ¥  (5.1)
w here th e  superposed dot indicates m aterial tim e differentiation and c™ and c f  are
th e  effective m atrix  and fiber volume fractions, respectively. T he equations shown
below represent th e  local-overall relations th a t  are  used to  transform  th e  sub config­
u ra tions C m and C 1 in to  the  effective configuration U .  T his is accom plished through 
th e  fourth  order stress concentration tensors B m and B* of the  m atrix  and  fibers, 
respectively. T he corresponding effective m atrix  Cauchy stress ra te  and  fiber 
Cauchy stress ra te  <5̂ , are obtained from the  following expressions
=  T - i i  (5.2)
¥  =  B } : -b (5.3)
where th e  sym bol : represents th e  inner product of a  fourth and second order tensor. 
S u b stitu tin g  equations (5.2) and (5.3) in to  equation (5.1) one obtains th e  following 
constra in t re la tion  between the  effective stress concentration tensors
cm Bijkt + c* B{jk i =  ^(SikSji + SuSjk) (5.4)
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where Sij a re  th e  com ponents of th e  Kronecker delta.
A sim ilar re lation for strains is postulated  such th a t,
e = cmem +  c ? ¥  (5.5)
where em and  e* are th e  effective m atrix  and fiber s tra in  tensors respectively and e 
is th e  effective overall s tra in  tensor. T he additive decom position of th e  elasto-plastic 
m atrix  and overall s tra in  ra tes is assum ed in C m and  C  respectively as,
e =  e +  e (5.6)
.im i m ' j n "
£ =  £ +  £ (5.7)
Since th e  fibers are only undergoing elastic behavior one obtains,
¥  =  t '  (5.8)
where ' indicates th e  elastic p a rt and  "  indicates th e  p lastic p a r t of th e  tensor.
T h e  local-overall relations for th e  effective stra in  ra te  tensors are given by the 
following relations
i m = A m : t  (5.9)
¥  = A f : i  (5.10)
where Am and  A/ are fourth  order effective stra in  concentration tensors for the 
m atrix  and fibers respectively. T he elastic concentration factors are obtained using 
th e  M ori-Tanaka m ethod  (Weng, 1984), while the  plastic concentration factors are 
ob tained  by using th e  num erical m ethod by Gavazzi and Lagoudas (1990). In the 
determ ination  of th e  p lastic strain  concentration tensors th e  instantaneous elasto- 
p lastic m odulus of the  in-situ m atrix  is used as th e  tangen t m odulus instead of the
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elastic  m odulus. A constra in t equation for th e  local effective stra in  concentration 
tensors is ob ta ined  by substitu ting  equations (5.9) and  (5.10) in to  equation  (5.5) 
such th a t,
< r A $ u  +  c 'A { iU  =  ^ {S ik S ji  +  6ii6j k ) ( 5 . 1 1 )
5.3 Overall Effective E lasto-Plastic Stiffness Tensor
5.3.1 Effective E lastic Stiffness for Fiber
T h e fibers a re  assum ed to  be elastic and  isotropic w ith  th e  elastic stiffness given by 
th e  following expression
Eijki ~  ^ i jh i  + +  SuSjk) (5.12)
w here and  p,* a re  Lam e’s constants for th e  fiber. T h e  increm ental constitu tive 
equation  for th e  fiber is given by th e  following relation
b !  =  (5.13)
Sim ilarly for th e  case of th e  elastic behavior of th e  m atrix , one obtains
a n =  E m : l m (5.14)
where E m is th e  effective elastic stiffness of th e  m atrix .
5.3.2 Effective E lastic Stiffness for In-Situ M atrix
T h e in-situ  behavior of th e  m atrix  is obtained from  th e  cyclic anisotropic p lasticity  
m odel for m etal m a trix  com posites derived in chap ter 4. T he m atrix  is ductile  
m ateria l and constrained from  yielding in th e  direction of the  fibers. Therefore the
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con tinuum  elasto-p lastic  behavior of th e  com posite is in fac t th e  in-situ  behavior of 
th e  m a trix  since the  fibers are m ainly elastic in th e ir behavior.
T h e  elastic behavior of th e  m ateria l, trea ted  as a  hom ogeneous continuum  w ith 
transversely  isotropic properties has been defined by W alpole (1981). T h e  linear con­
s titu tiv e  re la tion  of th e  effective undam aged continuum  can be described as follows,
Eijki = K t ijt kl + E l ijlkl + 2 m tEfjkl +  2pEtjkl (5-15)
where K  is th e  p lane-strain  bulk m odulus, m t is th e  transverse shear m odulus, p  is 
th e  axial shear m odulus and  E  and  v  are th e  Young’s M odulus and Poisson’s ra tio  
respectively, when th e  m ateria l is loaded in th e  fiber d irection . For a  transversely 
isotropic m ateria l th e  p lane-strain  bulk m odulus can be defined in te rm s of th e  o ther 
four elastic  constants. T he tensors used in equation  (5.15) are defined as follows and 
described in chap ter 4
Uj =  m ij + 2i/lij (5.16)
Uj — ViVi (5-17)
m ij =  h j - V i V j  (5.18)
Efjki =  ^  [m.i-mji +  m jkm u  -  (5.19)
Eijki -  “b muljk  *b nZj//,*/. -f- 7Tijk/,/] (5.20)
where 7/,- are th e  direction cosines of the  fibers in the  global coordinate system . 
M aking use of th e  relations (5.2), (5.9, (5.3), (5.13) and and  (5.14) one obtains the 
effective elastic  stiffness of th e  m atrix  given by
E m =  - ^ ( E  : A ~ m -  cJE 1 : A 5 : A “ m) (5.21)
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In equation  (5.21) E* : A * im plies EijkiAj.lmn and A ~ m is th e  inverse of th e  tensor 
A m such th a t
A m : A ~ m = h  (5.22)
and I 4  is th e  fourth  o rder iden tity  tensor, given by th e  following expression
h  =  ^ ( M j i  +  M jfc) (5.23)
5.3.3 Effective E lasto-P lastic Stiffness for In-Situ M atrix
T he increm ent of stress in th e  m atrix  is com puted from  th e  to ta l stress increm ent 
using th e  effective elasto-plastic stress concentration tensor. T h e  effective undam aged 
local e lasto-plastic constitu tive  relations for the  m atrix  is given by th e  following 
expressions
b m =  D m : l m (5.24)
where D m is the  in-situ  effective elasto-plastic stiffness tensor of th e  m atrix .
T he in-situ  effective elasto-plastic constitu tive m odel for the  m atrix  is based on 
an anisotropic yield function such th a t
F m =  (a"1' -  a " 1' ) : N  : (a m> -  a m') - 1 = 0  (5.25)
where N m is the  fourth  order anisotropic yield tensor for the  m atrix  and is expressed 
as
Nijki =  M aijaki) +  B(aikOji) +  C(auajk) +  D(bijbki) (5.26)
where A , B ,  C  and  D  are constants. T he second order tensors a ,j and are 
functions of th e  6 s tren g th  param eters fc; (i=1 ...6 ). T hese p aram eters  are m easured
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and  determ ined along th e  principal axes of anisotropy. ay  and 6tJ- are  given as follows,
Jfci 0 0
0 k 2 0 (5.27)
0 0 h
0 k4 &5
k 4 0 k 6 (5.28)
k$  &6 0
T he yield equation (5.25) can be expressed in th e  global axes of reference through




<*ij ~  dipOtpqd qj
(5.29)
(5.30)
w here dy are th e  coefficients of the  orthogonal transform ation m atrix . Assum ing 
th a t the  fibers are aligned along th e  x-axis (1-direction) one can w rite,
d \ j  =  (V l,V 2 ,V 3 ) (5.31)
where ( i= l,2 ,3 ) are the  direction cosines of the fiber in the  global coordinate 
system .
T he evolution equation for th e  back stress a m is based on th e  P hillips rule and 
can be expressed as follows
L 771 1.771 A771a {j = n CTy (5.32)
or
=  n < n (5.33)
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w here /,j is given as,
hi =  ^ / l l ^ l l  (5-34)
and  fim is obtained  from th e  consistency condition.
T he norm  of a  is found from  th e  consistency condition as follows
8 F m 8 F m
=  0 (5-35)d a m d a
A non-associated flow rule is used for th e  m atrix  in th e  undam aged s ta te , based 
on th e  principle described in chap ter 4 as follows,
.m„ . d G m
« - =  (5.36)
where Gm is th e  plastic po ten tial function for th e  definition of plastic s tra in s in the 
m atrix  such th a t
G m =  u F m +  ( 1 .0 - w ) 5 m, 0 <  w <  1.0 (5.37)
In equation  (5.37) the  function g m is defined using the fourth  order anisotropic tensor
N  and  a  constra in t stress term  r^j such th a t,
gm = f m : N m : f m -  1 (5.38)
T he constra in t th a t is in troduced in th e  stress tensor is th a t  the  plastic strain  incre­
m ent is independent of th e  com ponent of stress along a  specified direction ( defined by
T){ ). Using th e  procedure outlined by Spencer (1972) the  constrain t is incorporated
in to  the stress term  such th a t
f m =  d m — T t)<S)t] (5.39)
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where t) ® t) = TjiTjj and  (T t] ® tj) is th e  reaction to  an inextensibility  constra in t along 
th e  d irection of T} of th e  fiber such th a t
T  = <rmTjrjjs (5.40)
T h e  non-associativ ity  of the  flow rule is bu ilt in to  th e  definition of th e  po ten tia l func­
tion th rough  th e  factor ui. Based on th e  flow ru le th e  second order tenso r representing  
th e  d irection of p lastic  strain  is given by
n £  =  w i i f  +  ( 1 .0 - « ) n ^  (5.41)
where,
" S '  -  < 5 - 4 2 >
dam dam
«3* =  4 / l 4 l  ( ^ 3 )
T h e  effective m atrix  elasto-plastic stiffness for th is cyclic an iso tropic-p lasticity  
m odel is then  given by,
5 "  -  (5.44)
H  +  (n m : E m : n m) v ’
where H  is the  p lastic  m odulus based on th e  bounding surface m odel derived in 
chap te r 4.
S ubstitu ting  for b m and from  equations (5.24) and (5.13) respectively into 
equation  (5.1), one obtains the following relation
b  =  D . l  (5.45)
where
D  = cmD m : A m + cf E f  : A f  (5.46)
is th e  elasto-plastic stiffness of th e  com posite in the  effective undam aged configura­
tion.
d F m lud F m
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5.4 Dam age
D am age is characterized in th e  overall com posite system  as a  whole effective contin­
uum . T h e  derivation of the  stiffness of th e  effective continuum  in tw o ways has been 
described earlier. T h e  equations of continuum  dam age mechanics are then  applied to  
th e  overall configuration C  in order to  ob ta in  th e  dam aged quan tities in the  overall 
configuration G. T he resulting m odel reflects various types of dam age m echanism s 
such as void growth and  coalescence in th e  m atrix , fiber fracture, debonding, delam ­
ination, e tc . Here however all th e  dam age will be reflected through only one dam age 
variable.
5.4.1 D am age Effect Tensor
T h e dam age of th e  m ateria l is quantified th rough the  fourth-order dam age effect 
tensor M . A linear transfo rm ation  is assum ed between the  effective stress tensor o  
and  the  Cauchy stress tensor such th a t
<r =  M  : <7 (5.47)
M urakam i (1988) has shown th a t M  can be represented by a  6 x 6 m atrix  as a 
function of a  sym m etric second order tensor <f> such th a t
[M] = [M {I2 -<f>)\ (5.48)
where / 2 is the  second-rank iden tity  tensor. T he effective Cauchy stress need not 
be sym m etric  or fram e invariant under th e  given transform ation. However, once the  
effective Cauchy stress is sym m etrized, it can be shown th a t it  satisfies th e  fram e 
invariance principle (Voyiadjis and  K a ttan , 1992). In conjunction w ith the  m atrix
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form  of M  th e  stress tensor a  is represented by a  vector given by
[a ] — [c rn ,0 -22 , 0-33, crt 2 , a i3 ,  <723]
T h e  sym m etrized a  is given by (Lee e t al., 1986)
<?ij =  2^<Tik̂  ~  ^ ' ) -1 +  — (f>n)~1(Tu]
(5.49)
(5.50)
which is fram e-independent. Using th e  above sym m etrization  procedure th e  corre­
sponding 6 x 6 m atrix  form  of th e  tensor M  is given by Voyiadjis and  K a ttan  (1992) 
as follows





261 6 2  -  24?12
0
0 0
^13*̂ 23 + ^12^33 <f> 13^23 + <̂12^33 0
0 1̂2^13 + ^ 2 3 6 1  1̂2^13 + ̂ 2 3 6 1
<f>\2<l>23 +  <^1362 0  <!>12<f>23 +  ^ 1 3 6 2
2<̂ 13<̂ 23 +  2012^33 
2 <̂13<̂ 23 + 2<^1263 
0
6 2 6 3  +  6 1 6 3  ~  <^23 “  ^ 1 3  
<̂ 12^23 +  <6362 
<̂ 12^13 +  <^236l 
w here A  is given by,
0
2<^12^13 +  2(^236l 
2012013 +  0236l 
012023 + 0  1362 
6 l 6 3  +  6 1 6 2  ~  013 ~  012 
013023 + 0  1 2 6 3
2 0 1 2 0 2 3  +  2 ^ 1 3 6 2  
0
2 0 1 2 0 2 3  +  2 ( ^ 1 3 6 2  
0 1 2 0 1 3  +  $ 2 3 6 l  
0 1 3 0 2 3  +  ^ 1 2 6 3  
6 2 6 3  +  6 1 6 2  -  0 2 3  -  0 1 2
^  =  6 1 6 2 6 3  “  ^ 2 3 6 1  -  ^ 1 2 6 3  “  2 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 1 3 (5.51)
and  th e  notation  6 ; is used to  denote 6 j — 0 ij-
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5.4.2 Anisotropic Damage Criterion
T h e dam age criterion used here is a  m odification of th e  one proposed by Voyiadjis 
and  P ark  (1995) for m onotonic loading. A criterion  suitable for cyclic loading is 
adop ted  here. T he four different sta tes  are defined as follows
g <  0 (elastic-unloading) (5.52)
<7 =  0, j f r - Y i j  < 0 (elastic-unloading) (5.53)
OYij
<7 =  0, -jzrrYij =  0 (neutral-loading) (5.54)
OYij
Q
<7 =  0, -^rrY ij  > 0 (loading from  a  dam aging s ta te ) (5.55)
OYij
5.4.3 Proposed Damage Criterion
T h e dam age criterion g  is given in term s of th e  tensorial dam age hardening p aram eter 
h  and  th e  generalized therm odynam ic force Y  conjugate to  the dam age tensor <f> and 
a  te rm  7  which is defined in the  therm odynam ic force space such th a t
9 =  (Yij -  m ) : Piju ■ (Yu -  ik i)  - 1 = 0  (5.56)
T h e fourth  order tensor P  is expressed in term s of the  second order tensor h  such 
th a t
Pijki =  A" 1 ® V  (5.57)
A new and sim plified form  of th e  tensor h  is given in term s of the  second order tensor 
u , V  and <f> as follows
ha =  K  +  V-j) (5.58)
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T he tensors u  and  V  are scalar forms of isotropic m aterials originally proposed by 
Stum voll and  Swoboda (1993). T he tensors are given by
A „ ( i ) '  0 0
0 0 (5.59)
0 0 A3, ( g ) '
and
\ xv \  0 0
V  =  0 \ 2v \  0 (5.60)
0 0 A3uf
T h e  m ateria l param eters Ai,A2 and A3 are Lam e’s constants for anisotropic m ateria ls 
and are re la ted  to  th e  elasticity  tensor E  for an o rthotropic m ateria l expressed by the  
6 x 6 m atrix  shown by Voyiadjis and  P ark  (1995). T he m aterial param eters u i,u2 and 
v3 define th e  in itia l threshold against dam age for th e  ortho tropic m ateria l. T hese are 
obtained  from  th e  constrain t th a t  th e  onset of dam age corresponds to  th e  stress level 
a t  which virgin m ateria l s ta rts  exhibiting nonlinearity. T he scalar dam age hardening 
param eter k is given by
k  =  f  - Y :
J  o
$dt (5.61)
F inally  th e  m ateria l param eters r  and q are ob tained by com paring theory  with 
experim ental results.
5.4.4 Evolution of 7
A new term  7  has been introduced here in the  definition of th e  dam age criterion g 
in equation  (5.56). This term  is analogous to  the backstress te rm  in th e  stress-space
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yield criterion. It represents th e  translation  of the  dam age surface as loading progress 
akin  to  k inem atic hardening.
T h e  evolution of th e  term  7  in the  anisotropic dam age criterion equation  is needed 
in  o rder to  account for th e  m otion of the  dam age surface in th e  Y  space. This is de­
pendent on th e  evolution of dam age itself. Hence it can be expressed m athem atica lly  
as follows,
7  =  c<£ (5.62)
Since Y  is negative 7  too  has to  be negative. I t  has been found th a t it is su itab le  to  
adop t a  value of —1 for th e  value of c. T he negative sign is adopted because Y  itself 
is a  negative q u an tity  as defined in equation (5.93)
5.4.5 Dam age Evolution
T h e m etal m atrix  com posite exhibits two energy dissipation behaviors. T he two dis­
sipative m echanism s of p lasticity  and dam age influence each o ther. However in this 
work for sim plicity  it is assum ed th a t the  two dam age m echanism s are independent 
of each other. T h e  power of dissipation n  is thus expressed by
n = n D + n p (5.63)
where n °  is th e  dam age dissipation. n p , th e  corresponding plastic dissipation, is 
expressed by
n p =  o - . t  (5.64)
Since sm all s tra in s are assum ed, the  strain  ra te  is decom posed into an elastic com ­
ponent e and  a  p lastic com ponent e" such th a t
e = c + e" (5.65)
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T h e corresponding dam age dissipation is then given by
n D =  Y : j >  (5.66)
In th e  fictitious undam aged sta te , where no dam age is present, th e  dissipation 
energy is only com posed on th e  p lastic dissipation such th a t
fl =  f ip (5.67)
where
f i p  =  tr : c (5 .68)
M aking use of th e  assum ption s ta ted  earlier th a t p lastic yielding is independent of
th e  dam age process th e  plastic dissipation in the  dam aged m ateria l is equal to  the  
corresponding p lastic dissipation in the  fictitious undam aged  m ateria l
f lp  =  n p (5.69)
which im plies th a t
5 : k  — a  : i" (5.70)
M aking use of equations (5.70) and (5.47), one ob tains a  transform ation  equation 
for the  p lastic  s tra in  ra tes such th a t
I  =  M ~ x : t  (5.71)
Using th e  calculus of functions of several variables, one can in troduce two La­
grange m ultip liers Ai and A2 in order to  form the  function f l  such th a t
f l  =  n - A , G m - A 2<7 (5-72)
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where Gm is a  po ten tia l function  used in evaluating the  non-associated flow rule. This 
po ten tial function is chosen appropriately  depending on the  m odel being adopted. 
T he necessary conditions to  extrem ize the  function fl are




=  0 (5.74)
Equations (5.73) and  (5.74) yield the  corresponding plastic s tra in  ra te  and dam age 
evolution equations respectively as
• d G m
£_m =  A l ~ f o  (5 J5 )
and
k =  A2J |  (5.76)
Since th e  dam age criterion can be expressed as a  function of th e  following term s
as,
g { Y i j i k, 7 , j ) =  0 (5.77)
the  consistency condition
9  =  0 (5.78)
can be w ritten  as
~ k  +  & k  + &  + i r h i i  = 0 (5.79)dYij 3 Ok ' d~jij
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By m aking ap propria te  substitu tions for th e  increm ental term s and  rearranging them  
it can be shown th a t ,
3.7 . Y
3£ . d<l_ I dg  V  dg  , „ dg dg (5.SO)
- W - w  +  a Z y d Y + c a Y d Y
S u b stitu tin g  equation  (5.80) in to  equation (5.76), one obtains
<f>ki =  ipkiij : Yij (5.81)
where
V’Hfi =  ~  d i .  d s _ _  a . is . (5.82)
d<t> ■ d Y  a n 1 • a v  c a r  • a v
T he generalized therm odynam ic free energy Y  is assum ed to  be a  function of the 
elastic-com ponent of th e  s tra in  tensor e and the  dam age tensor <j>, or th e  stress a  
and  <f>
Y  =  Y{a,<t>) (5.83)
M aking use of th e  evolution equations for Y
Y- —
“ -  "n +  a f a f a  ( '
together w ith equation  (5.76) one obtains the  evolution expression for th e  dam age 
tensor ^  such th a t ( Voyiadjis and Park, 1995)
dYr.  .
<f>kl = Lijkl&jrt dcT-n
(5.85)
or
<f>kl =  Tklmn&mn (5.86)




L iju  =  ^  (faSji  +  SuSjk) — 4’ijmn q q * (5.87)
T h e  therm odynam ic force associated w ith dam age is ob tained using th e  en thalpy  
of th e  dam age m ateria l, V ,
V{cr,4>) = W - a i j - . e ' i j  (5.88)
or
v  = (5.89)
where W  is the  specific energy and E  is the  dam aged elasticity  tensor. T h e  therm o­
dynam ic force Y  is given by
d V
Y*  -  - s s  (5'90)
or
v  -  d V  dMabcd r«5Qn
d M abcd ( )
M aking use of th e  energy equivalence principle, one obtains a  re la tion  betw een the 
dam aged elasticity  tensor E  and th e  effective undam aged elastic ity  tensor E  such 
th a t (Voyiadjis and K a ttan  , 1992a, 1992b)
E ~ n M  = M uvmn(<t>)E;v\ qM pqkl(<i>) (5.92)
T hrough th e  use of equations (5.89) and  (5.91) the  therm odynam ic force is given 
explicitly  as follows
Yij =  {vcdE-tpqM pqklo kl +  (7T,MuvrsE-v\ baC(i) d ^ ° bcd- (5.93)
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5.5 C onstitutive M odel
5.5.1 Continuum -Dam age M odel
For th e  continuum -dam age m odel th e  effective undam aged elasto-plastic relationship 
is given by th e  stiffness generated  by th e  cyclic p lastic ity  m odel described in chap ter 
4. No m odifications are m ade a t this stage. D  is th e  effective undam aged elasto- 
p lastic stiffness. T his is based on equation  (5.44) above, w ith the  only difference 
being th a t  it now applied to  th e  overall continuum  m ateria l instead of th e  in-situ 
m atrix , as shown below.
D  =  E - - ^ - (5 .9 4 )
H  -f (n  : E : n)
No o th er com putations are necessary.
5.5.2 M icro-M echanical Dam age M odel
T h e stiffness tensor D  for th e  dam aged m ateria l now derived for iso therm al conditions 
and in the  absence of ra te  dependent effects. M aking use of th e  increm ental form of 
equation  (5.47) one obtains
5  =  M  : <7 +  M  : a  (5.95)
Through th e  add itive decom position of the  effective stra in  ra te  and equation  (5.71)
one obtains
k = M-1: c_1 +  A T1 : e (5.96)





=  QijklmnVmn (5.98)
M ijki = - r r r ^ - T a mn (5.97)
/Ypq
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and  th e  inverse of AT is given by,
M £ l  =  ^ r r^ T v v n n V m n  (5-99)
=  R i i j k l m n & m n  (5.100)
T h e  elasto-plastic stiffness m atrix  in  th e  undam aged configuration is given by 
equation  (5.45). M aking use of equations (5.96), (5.98), (5.100) and (5.45) th e  re­
su lting  elastoplastic stiffness re la tion  in  th e  dam aged configuration is ob tained  as 
follows:
& = D i e  (5.101)
where
D  = 0 ~ '  i D i  M ' 1 (5.102)
and
O i j k l  —  Q i j m n k l ^ m n  "t" j k l  ^ i j m n R m n p q k l ^ p q a i ^ a b  (5.103)
In th e  case of no dam age, bo th  tensors Q  and R  reduce to  zero and M  becomes a 
fourth  order iden tity  tensor.
5.6 Num erical Sim ulation and Discussions
T h e  above described m odels have been im plem ented in a  com puter program  to  gener­
a te  th e  stress-strain  curves. In th e  developm ent of the  dam age elasto- p lastic stiffness 
m atrix  th e  effective undam aged stiffness m atrix  is com puted. T he dam age criterion 
is then checked for and the  dam age transform ation is then  applied to  th is m atrix .
T h e  com putation  of th e  inverse of th e  fourth order dam age tensor M  and  its 
first derivative w ith respect to  th e  second-order dam age tensor <f>, which results in
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a  six th  order tensor is th e  biggest challenge in these com putations. T he symbolic 
program m ing language M A PLE V was used to  com pute sym bolically th e  individual 
te rm s of th e  inverse tensor. I t  was further program m ed to  generate th e  term s of the 
six th  order derivative tensor in a  term  by te rm  fashion. M A PLE V was also used to  
generate  au tom atically  th e  FO R TRA N  code for these tensors.
5.6.1 Return Criterion for Yij
A nother im p o rtan t num erical consideration is the  overshooting of th e  dam age surface 
in th e  therm odynam ic force Y  space. Hence a re tu rn  criterion has been adopted  to  
prevent this. T h is is done using a  first-order technique as described below, while 
m ain ta in ing  the  curren t stress level. Correction is applied to  Y  and th e  increm ent of 
th e  dam age-effect tensor is recom puted based on the  new value of th e  therm odynam ic 
force. All o ther param eters th a t are affected are then recom puted.
From  num erical considerations, the  s ta rtin g  and the  values of Y  after th e  appli­
cation of th e  stress increm ent can be expressed as
9 {Y ij)<  0 =  51 (5.104)
g{Yi j + A Y iJ) > 0  = g2 (5.105)
From  Taylor’s series expansion and re ta in ing  only the first order term s it can be 
shown th a t
A  y;,—  =  5 2 - 5 1  (5.106)
If th e  correction factor is £ such th a t
g i Y j  +  C^Yij) =  0 (5.107)
g(Yij +  A  Y^ +  (C — l ) A V 5j )  =  52  +  (C — 1)(52 — 5 i)  (5.108)
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From  th e  above derivation it can be shown th a t
c =  (5.109)
92 ~  9 1
It is assum ed th a t  th e  correction is equal in all d irections for sim plicity and  it has 
been found from  the  im plem entation th a t th is is a  reasonable assum ption.
5.6.2 Significance of Tensors V  and u
T h e physical significance of th e  tensor V,  which is used as a  m easure of dam age 
in itia tion  in th e  dam age criterion equation, is shown below. To understand  it in a 
sim plified form , we consider an isotropic m ateria l for which th e  tensors reduce to  the  
following form
Va =  A v %  (5.110)
Uij = Sij  (5.111)
where A is one of Lam e’s constan t. A t th e  outset when dam age is abou t to  occur, 
k =  0 and thus
/in  =  ^22 =  /133 =  Au2 (5.112)
P im  =  =  A*"7 ^5’113^
T h e o th er non-zero term s of the  fourth  order tensor P are P 2221 =  F3333 =  P m 2 =  
T2211 =  -P1133 =  T3311 =  P2233 =  F3322 =  jPiin- Also it can be shown th a t  a t the 
in itia tion  of dam age
(5 .114)
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Y n  =  ^33 =  0. T h e  o ther non-zero term s are as follows
2
y21 =  Y u  =  -0 .2 5  * (5.115)
" 2 1 1 1  
2
Yl3 =  r 3i =  -0 -2 5  * (5 .116)
■C'3111
2
y23 =  y32 =  -o .2 5  * (5.117)
^2311
Hence th e  expanded form  of th e  dam age criterion equation  (5.56) now reduces to,
J W n - 1  =  0 (5.118)
1 , '
X2v 4 E 2
=  1 (5.119)
T hus it can be seen th a t
v  _  ad . (5.120)
V (^  +  2/i)A
For th e  given m ateria l where th e  elastic m odulus is approxim ately  E  =  225,000 
M PA and th e  poisson’s ra tio  is v  =  0.25. T his gives th e  range of v values to  be used. 
T h e  tensor u  represents the  evolution of th e  criterion  w ith the  grow th of dam age.
5.6.3 Continuum Dam age M odel R esults
T he sam e loading th a t  was studied in chap ter 4, and used in th e  experim ental work 
of N igam  et al.(1993) has been used here in th is work. T he dam age param eters 
found su itab le  for th is m ateria l were q =  1.0 and r  =  7.0. This effectively m akes it 
dependen t only on one param eter. F igures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 show the  resu lts of this 
generation  for th e  stress-strain  com parison in th e  transverse and shear directions. 
T hese curves com pare the  cyclic-plasticity m odel w ith th a t of th e  dam age-plasticity  
m odel. It can be seen th a t th e  strains predicted  by th e  dam age m odel are  higher
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th an  th a t  of th e  pure p lasticity  case. It can also be seen th a t during th e  unloading- 
reloading s itu a tio n , when reloading takes place even in the  elastic range, the  dam age 
criterion  is exceeded, and hence the  elastic-stiffness is reduced. This can be clear­
ly seen in th e  two lines of different inclinations in Figs. 5.2 and  5.3. As seen in 
Figs. 5.4 and  5.5 which depict the stress-plastic s tra in  relationships in th e  shear and 
transverse d irections respectively, due to  successive reduction in th e  elastic stiffness, 
the  p lastic s tra in s are also affected hence resulting  in a  higher prediction  of plastic 
s tra in . A lthough th is m odel assum es a  decoupling betw een dam age and plasticity 
situations in m odeling the  behavior, th ere  is an inheren t coupling th a t is present.
F igure 5.6 shows th e  evolution of th e  dam age param eter <f> w ith stress in the 
transverse d irection  under a  cyclic loading type of situation . O ne apparen t behavior 
th a t is observed due to  th e  n a tu re  of these curves is th a t  as stress is increased, the 
sam e stress increm ent tends to  produce a  higher am ount of dam age. Upon unloading 
no significant change in dam age is observed, and evolution of dam age upon reloading 
takes place a t a  lower stress level for successive loading cases. A nother behavior 
observed is th a t  under constan t load cycling, the  am ount of dam age per cycle is 
higher as th e  num ber of tim es the  load is applied increases. T hese behaviors observed 
are reasonable w ith w hat one would expect in reality.
5.6.4 M icrom echanical D am age M odel R esults
T h e flow of th e  program  has been m odified and  developed to  m odel th e  m icrom echan­
ical m odel as ou tlined here. T he sam e loading d a ta  has been used to  evaluate and 
com pare results. T he m ajor difficulty was to  ob ta in  th e  param eters corresponding 
to  th e  in-situ  m atrix  properties.
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T he in-situ elastic properties was ob tained  from th e  program  by Aboudi(1991) 
which can ex trac t th e  in-situ properties of th e  m atrix  given th e  overall continuum  
elastic properties and the  isotropic fiber properties.T he observations perta in ing  to 
the  m icrom echanical dam age m odel are  shown in Figures 5.7,5.8,5.9 and 5.10. It is 
seen the  prediction is close but not as good as th e  continuum  dam age m odel case. 
One of th e  reasons is th a t the  m icro-m echanical dam age m odel is a  com bination 
of a  stiff fiber and an elasto-plastic m atrix . T h e  p lasticity  is applied only to  the 
m atrix , hence the  reduction in stiffness occurs only here. A nother way to  improve 
the  prediction of th e  m icro-m echanical m odel is to  m easure the  m ateria l param eters 
m ore accurately. T he advantage of the  m icro-m echanical m odel is th a t it presents a 
m uch b e tte r  p icture of the  behavior of th e  individual com ponents.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
T h e p rim ary  objective of th is research is to  advance th e  m odeling m ethods, to  pre­
d ict th e  elasto-plastic dam age behavior of M etal M atrix  Com posites. Dvorak(1993), 
in a  review paper, had  cited  th a t  one of th e  m ajo r areas th a t needed work and  further 
developm ent, is a  way to  pred ic t th e  p lastic s tra in  evolution under cyclic loading, 
m ore accurately. T his work has succeeded in th is direction.
A t th e  o u tse t, a  com prehensive m odel has been presented to  pred ic t th e  elasto- 
p lastic behavior of th e  M M C, trea ted  as a  continuum . An anisotropic yield criterion 
in a  very general form , using a  general fourth  order yield tensor, has been form ulated 
for p redicting th e  in itial yield behavior for anisotropic m aterials. Its  ease of usage 
in deriving th e  constitu tive equations and sim plicity to  define th e  param eters are 
th e  streng ths of th is m odel. Its validity has been also established. A num ber of 
existing isotropic and  anisotropic yield surface are derived from th is yield criterion, 
by applying su itab le  constra in ts to  it. A nother im p o rtan t feature is th a t  it is a 
single surface criterion. T he m easurem ent of param eters is discussed and  th e  surfaces 
generated  by th is m odel com pares well w ith those obtained  experim entally.
Based on th e  proposed anisotropic yield criterion a  cyclic p lastic ity  m odel is 
proposed to  predict th e  behavior of the  M M C in th e  elasto-plastic regim e. T here are 
two significant features proposed in th is work, in  th is area. T he first is th e  proposal of 
a, physically based, non-associative flow rule for the  prediction of p lastic strains The 
second feature, is th e  incorporation of an approach to  ob tain  the  anisotropic plastic
132
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m odulus which is in a  scalar form . Previous works in th is area, have predom inantly  
used associative flow rules and isotropic scalar p lastic m odulus. T he m ethods used to  
derive th e  m ateria l p aram eters  needed for th is m odel are  also shown. T h e  constitu tive 
re lations are derived using a  k inem atic hardening rule of the  Phillips type, which is 
found m ost su itab le  for these m ateria ls based on experim ental evidence. T he loading 
used for generating  the  experim ental d a ta  is used here and com pared w ith m odel 
pred ic ted  results w ith  good success.
F inally  th e  proposed elasto-plastic constitu tive m odel is ex tended  to  incorporate 
dam age, in order to  to  m odel th e  effect and evolution of in ternal dam age in th e  m a­
terials. Two types of dam age m odels are a ttem p ted  and  used. O ne is th e  continuum  
m odel and  th e  o th er is a  m icrom echanical dam age m odel. A simplified version of the  
anisotropic dam age criterion is proposed and  used here. A new te rm , analogous to  
th e  backstress te rm  in th e  yield criterion, is introduced in th e  dam age criterion to  
account for an  ap p ro p ria te  behavior and m ovem ent of th e  dam age surface during the  
process of loading and  unloading. Its  evolution is described. T he dam age param eters 
are chosen to  closely m atch  experim ental results.
C om parisons of th e  results of stress-strain  curves of the  dam age-elasto-plastic, 
pure elasto-plastic and experim ental results are presented. T he n a tu re  of th e  evolu­
tion of th e  dam age param eter under repeated  loading is also presented.
6 .1  Future Areas o f Research
T h e next stage in the  developm ent of an overall com prehensive m odel for M M C’s is 
to  m odel th e  tem p era tu re  effects, using th e  visco-plastic behavior of the  m aterial. 
T his could then  be developed to  derive the  stiffness for lam inate analysis. This m odel
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can then be implemented into a finite element analysis program to analyze real life 
problems.
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